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Chapter 1

Introduction

A major obstacle to progress in the field of distributed computation is that many of the
important algorithms, especially communications algorithms, seem to be too complex
for rigorous understanding. Although the designers of these algorithms are often able
to convey an intuitive understanding of how their algorithms work, it is often difcult to
make this intuition formal and precise. When these algorithms are rigorously analyzed,
the work is generally carried out at a very low level of abstraction, involving messages
and local procms variables. Reasoning precisely about the interaction between these
messges and variables can be extremely difcult, and the resulting proofs of correctness
are generally quite difcult to understand.

An indication that the situation is not completely hopeless is the fact that the
designers ae able to give high-level, although informal, descriptions of the key ideas
behind their algorithms. For instance, the distributed minimum spanning tree algo-
rithm of [GHSS3] can be interpreted as several familiar manipulations of a graph. What
is needed is a way of formalizing these high-level ideas, and incorporating them into a
proof of the detailed algorithm's correctness.

One promising approach is to begin by constructing a high-level description of
the algorithm. This description could tef be an algorithm in which high-level data
structures (such as graphs) serve as state, and procem actions manipulate these data
structures. This algorithm could then be proven correct using rigorous versions of the
high-level, intuitive arguments given by the algorithm's designers. Succeiive refine-
ments of this algorithm could then be defined at succesively lower leveis of detail, and
each shown (rigorously) to simulate the preceding algorithm. Idealy, this approach
would allow us to use in the proof of simulation any property that has already been
proven for preceding levels. In this way, the high-level intuition used to explain the
algorithm would become part of a rigorous proof of the full algorithm's correctness.

Two years ago, we began to consider this approach for a fairly simple but interesting
algorithm for resource allocation in an asynchronous network, an algorithm originally

6
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suggested by Sch~nhage in [Sch80]. Correctness conditions for this resource arbitration
problem include both safety and liveness conditions:' the mutual ezclusion condition
that at most one user is using the resource at any given time; and the no lockout
condition that if every user holding the resource eventually returns the resource to the
arbiter, then the arbiter will eventually grant the resource to every requesting user. The
algorithm can be described at three levels of abstraction. At the top level is a simple,
set-theoretic statement of the problem, itself described as an algorithm. At the second
level is a graph-theoretic description of the arbiter, and how it moves the resource
around the network. At the third and lowest level is a distributed implementation of
the arbiter, describing in terms of messages and local process variables the protocol
individual processors must follow.

It soon became apparent, however, that traditional models and proof techniques (see
[OG76], [LS84b], and [Hoa85], for example) are not adequate to describe interesting
aspects of the problem statement, algorithm, and correctness proofs. In particular,
while the problem seems most naturally formulated in terms of the game-theoretic
interaction between the users of the arbiter and the arbiter itself, these models require
that the problem be formulated in terms of system states, and do not capture this
game-theoretic aspect of the problem in a natural way. Furthermore, the interaction
between the users and the arbiter clearly distinguishes the arbiter's input actions from
its output actions. Input to the arbiter (a request for the resource) can occur at any
time, regardless of whether the arbiter is in a position to grant the resource. Output
(the granting of requests) occurs only under the control of the arbiter. This notion
of control, the notion that one system component may completely determine when a
particular action is performed, is not easily expressed in these models. We note that
satisfaction of the no lockout condition requires that the arbiter be given "fair turns"
to produce output, rather than simply being overwhelmed by a flood of input. The
ability to express this notion of "fair turns" depends heavily on the ability to express
the notion of one process controlling the performance of an action.

We were therefore led to the development of a new model of distributed compu-
tation in asynchronous systems, the input-output automaton. This model is based on
(possibly infinite-state) nondeterministic automata. Automaton transitions are labeled
with the names of process actions they represent. These actions are partitioned into
sets of input and output actions, as well as internal actions representing internal pro-
cess actions. Input actions have the unique property of being enabled from every state;
that is, for every input action there is a transition labeled with this action from every
state. In other words, the system must be able to accept any input at any time. Thus,

'Informally, properties required of a program can be partitioned into seety properties and bliezs..
properties. A safety property (such as mutual exclusion [Dij65) says that nothing 'bad' will ever hap-
pen, and a livene property (such as termination) says that something "good' will eventually happen.
Alternatively, safety properties describe allowed behavior, and liveness properties describe required be-
havior. Alpern and Schneider give formal definitions of safety and livenees in [ASS61 in terms of Bfichi
automata.

7



a very strong distinction is made between actions locally-controlled by the system (out-
put and internal actions) and actions contr-Iled by the system's external environment
(input actions). This distinction captures the game-theoretic interaction between the
system and its environment alluded to above, and gives our model an event-driven
flavor characteristic of many asynchronous distributed algorithms.

In order to construct models of complex systems from models of simpler system
components, we define a simple notion of automaton composition. Loosely speaking,
the composition of a collection of automata is their Cartesian product, with a state of

* the composition being a tuple of states from the component automata, one from each
component. In order to model communication, we require that automata synchronize
the performance of common (shared) actions. If w is an output action of A and an
input action of B, then performance of 7r by both automata models communication
from A to B. With simple syntactic restrictions on the composition of automata, we
ensure that composition preserves the notion of control mentioned above: No system
component may block the performance of an output action by any other component.

Since automata are able to receive every input in every state, it is possible for an
automaton to be flooded with input without having the opportunity to perform actions

* required in response to the input received. The satisfaction of most interesting liveness
conditions, however, requires that this does not happen. The notion of fair computation
therefore plays a fundamental role in our model. Informally, a computation of a system
is said to be fair if every system component is always eventually given the chance to
take a step. Since an automaton may model an entire system as well as a single
system component, it is necessary to retain certain information about the structure of
the system being modeled. In particular, it is necessary to retain information about
which actions are controlled by the same system component. With this information it is
possible to determine from a given system behavior whether each system component has
been given the chance to make computational progress infinitely often. We therefore
associate with every automaton a partition of its locally-controlled actions (i.e., its
internal and output actions). The interpretation of this partition is that each class
consists of the locally-controlled actions of one system component. With this partition,
we are able to define a simple notion of fair computation in our model.

Since our model concentrates on the input-output interaction between a system
and its environment (rather than system states), our notion of a problem to be solved
is a collection of system behaviors (sequences of input and output actions) considered
acceptable (rather than conditions on system states). An automaton may be considered
a solution to such a problem if every behavior exhibited by the automaton is contained

M in this set of acceptable behaviors. The automaton solves the problem in the sense
that any correctness condition satisfied by each behavior in this set is satisfied by each
behavior of the automaton. As previously mentioned, however, fair computation is
crucial to the satisfaction of most interesting liveness conditions. We therefore require
only that the fair behaviors of an automaton solving the problem be contained in the

8
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set of acceptable behaviors. We note that it is easy to fall into trivial correctness
definitions, allowing trivial or uninteresting solutions to a problem. Our condition
that an automaton be required to accept any input in any state, together with our
notion of fairness, avoids this problem. The requirement that input be constantly
enabled ensures that our solutions are able to respond to all patterns of input. The
use of fairness ensures that the correctness of an solution will be judged only by those
behaviors in which the system is actually given the chance to make progress.

Our simple correctness condition, the requirement that the fair behaviors of an
automaton be contained in some set of acceptable behaviors, is not a new style of cor-
rectness conditions. It can be found, for instance, in the work of Lynch and Fischer
in [LF81], and is similar to Hoare's notion of specification satisfaction in [Hoa851. The
simplicity of such correctness conditions do, however, lend a uniform structure to cor-
rectness proofs in our model. Recall that our notion of a well-structured correctness
proof involves a sequence of models Ml,.. ., M., each modeling an algorithm at succes-
sively lower levels of detail. The proof of the algorithm's correctness involves showing
that each model "simulates" the previous model in the sequence. That is, that the set
of (fair) behaviors exhibited by M are contained in the set of (fair) behaviors exhibited
by Mi- 1 . In this sense, each model Mr- 1 determines a problem that the model M is
required to satisfy. The problem of showing that M "simulates" M- 1 is therefore the
problem of showing that M solves the problem determined by Mr,_ 1. As an aid in doing
so, we develop the notion of possibilitiee mappings that enable us to relate behaviors of
one automaton to another.

We note that our model may be considered a special case of other models such as
Milner's CCS and Hoare's CSP (see [Mil8O] and [Hoa85]). Neither of these models,
however, is entirely suitable for our purposes. In the first place, although Milner has
found them to be mathematically superfluous in CCS, we find the notion of a process
state a convenient descriptive tool when describing algorithms. More important, how-
ever, is the fact that fairness is difficult to express in CCS. Notions of fairness that
have been studied in connection with CCS can be classified as either weak fairness or
strong fairness (see [CS84], [Par85], and [Fra86]). Weak fairness requires that if an
action 7r is continuously enabled, then it must be performed infinitely often. Strong
fairness, on the other hand, requires that r be performed infinitely often even if it is
enabled only infinitely often. These notions of fairness, however, are not satisfactory in
event-driven systems. In such a system, for example, a process is always able to accept
interrupts, but should not be required to interrupt itself unless some external source
requests he interrupt. The problem is again the notion of control discussed above.
There is no notion in CCS of an interface between processes from which we can deduce
which which process controls the performance of a given action. By making a clear
distinction between input and output actions, and by restricting ourselves to a simple
notion of composition, we find that fairness is very simple to describe in our model.

Similar comments can also be made for CSP with respect to fairness (see [KdR83],

9
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(Rei84j, and [FraS6I). In fact, CSP further complicates the problem by identifying
a process with (among other things) all finite behaviors of the process. Since it is
impossible to deduce the infinite behavior of a process from its finite behaviors, CSP
precludes the study of infinitary properties such as fairness without extending the
semantics of a CSP process.

We note further that the complexity of the operations defined in CSP dooms the
language to a complex semantics, making reasoning about systems of processes unin-
tuitive and cumbersome. Reading between the lines of Hoare's book [Hoa85], it seems
that Hoare himself would prefer to retain for nondeterministic processes the automata-
theoretic (trace-theoretic') semantics he develops for deterministic processes. However,
the first nondeterministic operation introduced by Hoare is the nondeterministic OR, n,
an operation combining two processes P and Q to form a process P n Q that nonde-
terministically chooses (itself) to behave either like P or Q. A second operation, 0,
combines P and Q to form a process PO3Q allowing the environment to determine
whether POQ behaves like P or Q. Both P n"Q and PDQ have the same traces (since
each behaves either like P or Q), but differ subtly in the fact that the environment
has no control or knowledge of the choice P ri Q makes between P and Q. Thus, it is
possible for P fl Q and POQ to be placed in an environment offering an action 7r as
input, causing P fl Q to deadlock while PCOQ does not. This forces Hoare to make his
first break from the trace-theoretic semantics of deterministic processes and define the
notion of a refusal, a set of actions a process might refuse to perform. In our model,
however, due to the unique property of input actions, a process will not block if its
environment offers ir as input. Thus, by suitably restricting our model, we are able to
retain the intuitive, mathematically-tractable semantics of automata.

We note that there are systems of processes that can not be expressed in our model.
Clearly, one such example is a system in which one process can block the progress of
another as in CSP. These omissions, however, are the result of deliberate decisions,
since, for example, it would be easy to define a notion of composition that allows us
to express the process blocking of CSP. The simplicity of our model and its ease of use
are the result of a careful limitation of its scope. Our experience has been that our
model is sufficiently general to allow description of a significant number of interesting
systems. We note that our model has already been found expressive enough to de-
scribe work in network algorithms (see [LLW87] and the third chapter of this thesis),
concurrency control algorithms (see [LM861, [HLMW87I, [FLMW87], and [GL871), mu-
tual exclusion algorithms (see (Wel871), hardware register algorithms (see [Blo87l), and
dataflow computation (see [Lyn86]). Furthermore, in many of these papers our model
has been found to be extremely useful when identifying the interface between system
components, and discovering a system's natural decomposition.

Just as popular models of computation do not seem appropriate for our work,
popular proof techniques also seem inappropriate. For example, "Hoare logics" are

2 A trace ia a sequence of actions performed by a system or proess.
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a well-known method for proving that programs satisfy partial correctness assertions.
Loosely speaking, a partial correctness assertion is a statement about the behavior of a
terminating program. A program is said to satisfy such an assertion if it is satisfied by
every terminating execution of the program. Therefore, a partial correctness assertion
says nothing about program termination, but describes what will be true if and when
the program halts. Hoare describes in [Hoa69] a method for proving that sequential
programs satisfy partial correctness assertions. His method makes use of the observa-
tion, first noted by Floyd in [Flo67], that partial correctness assertions satisfied by a
program S can be expressed in terms of predicates P and Q describing the program
state before and after the execution of S. More formally, if P and Q are assertions
about program variables and S is a program statement, P{S}Q denotes the assertion
that if P is true before the execution of S begins, then Q will be true if and when S
terminates. Given a few simple axioms, Hoare shows how to derive partial correctness
assertions P{S}Q for arbitrary programs S. In the first step of the derivation, each
statement 5, of S is annotated with assertions Pj and Qj. In the second step, each
assertion P,{S,}Q, is proven using axioms describing the various programming lan-
guage constructs. Finally, general rules of inference (independent of any programming
language) are used to combine these assertions into a proof of P{S}Q.

Hoare's method has proven to be a very effective method of verifying sequential
programs. Most interestingly, it is possible to write hierarchical correctness proofs.
Each program module S can be specified by a partial correctness assertion P{S}Q.
Having proven each assertion P{S}Q, these assertions can be used in the proof of
the larger program without reference to the implementation of S. Furthermore, since
reasoning begins with a collection of partial correctness assertions characterizing pro-
gram behavior and proceeds via rules of inference, this process can be automated if
programmers are willing to supply certain intermediate assertions. Compilers for the
language Euclid, for example, attempt to construct as much of the proof as possible
(see [LGH*78]). Apt has written a comprehensive survey of Hoare logics in [Apt8l]
and [Apt84].

In [OG76], Owicki and Gries extend Hoare's method to distributed and parallel pro-
grams. Here, too, each statement Si of each process S is annotated with assertions P
and Qj, and partial correctness assertions P{S})Qs are proven for each process S in
isolation using a sequential programming logic similar to Hoare's. Unlike sequential al-
gorithms, however, it is possible for one process action to affect the state of another. In
order to prove partial correctness of an entire system of process, it is necessary to prove
that no process can invalidate assertions appearing in the sequential proof of another

,. process's partial correctness. Owicki and Gries refer to this condition as noninterfer-
ence. For example, if P{S}Q appears in the proof of one process and the assertion R
labels one statement appearing in another process, noninterference requires that the
assertion (P A R)(S}(Q A R) hold; that is, the execution of S does not invalidate R.

3 0WiCki and Grim actually use the notation (P)S(Q).
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This method of Owicki and Gries has been found to be quite successful, just as Hoare's
method has been found to be successful for sequential programs. Gries has constructed
a nice proof of Dijkstra's on-the-fly garbage collector in [Gri77], an algorithm with such
fine interleaving that the only atomic action required is memory reference. Levin and
Gries show in ILG81] how the method of Owicki and Grie can be used to verify CSP
processes. Furthermore, Schlichting and Schneider show in [SS841 how message passing
primitives can be incorporated into this framework.

As with sequential programs, the partial correctness of systems may be specified
with partial correctness assertions of the form P{S}Q. Due to the possibility of process
interference, however, it is not possible to specify the partial correctness of individual
processes in terms of such assertions. The specification of a process must also describe
its environment if such assertions are to be used. Without a description of its en-
vironment, it in impossible to prove that a process satisfies most partial correctness
assertions. Furthermore, modification of a single process requires redoing a major por-
tion of a system's proof of correctness since it must be shown that this modification
does not violate partial correctness assertions appearing in the correctness proofs of
other processes. Thus, both specifications and correctness proofs using partial correct-
ness assertions of the form P{S)Q lack an important modularity. We consider this
lack of modularity to be a major problem in protocol verification.

Lamport attempts to resolve this lack of modularity in [LamgO]. Here Lamport
redefines the assertion P(S)Q to mean that if execution in begun anywhere inside S
with P true, then executing S will leave P true while control in inside S, and will
make Q true if and when S terminates. Such a definition is possible for Lamport since
he allows the predicates P and Q to refer to program locations, whereas Owicki and
Gries restricted P and Q to program variables. The advantage of Lamport's scheme
is that partial correctness assertions for an entire system can be verified given partial
correctness assertions specifying each system component. After system correctness has
been proven from component specifications, any implementation of the components
satisfying their specifications can be used in the system's implementation. Lamport's
method, however, is not without its difficulties. For example, suppose that S in a
system component making heavy use of shared variables. It seems difficult to construct
assertions P that are invariant throughout the execution of S without knowing how S
uses these shared variables.

In our method, the problem of modular specification disappears since an environ-
ment is implicitly specified by the fact that input actions are continuously enabled. (In
other words, anything can happen in the environment of a process.) As a result, if
a partial correctness assertion can be proven about process behavior, the partial cor-
rectness assertion holds regardless of the process's actual environment. Thus in our
method it is no longer necessary to prove noninterference after proving the correctness
of individual processes. Furthermore, it is no longer necessary to redo any part of a
correctness proof when a process is modified, other than the correctness of the mod-

12



ified process itself. (A similar consequence of such input requirements can be found
in [MCS821, Sta84I, and [LM861.) Also, notice that Hoare-style specifications do not
make clear the interface between a system component and its environment. As pre-
viously mentioned, this interface is crucial to the definition of fair computation. In
contrast, our model clearly defines this interface as the set of actions the process can
perform, together with information about which actions denote input and output of
the process.

We note that due to the generality of automaton transitions, partial correctness
assertions describing automaton transitions similar to those of Hoare describing com-
mon programming language constructs may not always be easy to find. However, if
transitions are described in terms of preconditions that must be satisfied before an ac-
tion can be performed, and the effect of an action on an automaton state, then partial
correctness assertions can be constructed for each action. Furthermore, the general,
language-independent rules of inference used in Hoare-like systems are clearly valid in
our model of computation. Thus, while we do not make use of such arguments in our
work, it is possible to construct Hoare-like proofs of partial correctness assertions in
our model.

Notice that partial correctness assertions describe safety properties, and not liveness
properties. Since there is no notion of system computation in these Hoare logics,
there is no notion of eventuality. We note that safety properties can often be used to
prove liveness properties. For example, Owicki and Gries show in [OG76 how well-
foundedness arguments can be incorporated into Hoare logics to prove termination of
programs. Alpern and Schneider go farther in [AS85] and show that the verification
of both liveness and safety properties can be reduced to proving what are essentially
partial correctness assertions. However, the specification of a liveness condition in
terms of partial correctness assertions is often an unintuitive formulation.

A more natural expression of such properties is possible with temporal logic. Tem-
poral logic was introduced by Pnueli in [Pnu77 as an adaptation of classical modal
logic suitable for reasoning about concurrent programs. The two paper series [MP81b]
and [MP81a] by Manna and Pnueli is a thorough introduction to the expression of prop-
erties of concurrent programs, and the verification of these properties, using temporal
logic. Here the meaning of a system computation is a sequence of system states. The
fundamental temporal operators are the unary operator 0 and its dual 0. Loosely
speaking, a computation satisfies the expression OP, pronounced "henceforth P," if P
is true throughout the computation; and a computation satisfies the expression OP,
pronounced "eventually P," if there is a point during the computation at which P is
true. Many interesting properties of computation may be specified with these simple

operators. For instance, the expression O(P D OQ) states that the property P causes
the property Q to hold; the expression OOP states that the property P holds infinitely
often.

Temporal logic is a useful abstraction with which to specify and reason about pro-
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I
gram behavior. Since the meaning of a computation is a sequence of states, temporal
logic is able to express liveness properties as well as safety properties, and these ex-
pressions are typically quite concise. Since reasoning in temporal logic begins with a
collection of axioms characterizing program behavior, and proceeds via general rules of I
inference, reasoning in temporal logic has potential for automation. Furthermore, while
Hoare logics make use of inference rules that are independent of any programming lan-
guage, most of the work in a Hoare-style proof deals with language-pecific semantics.
In contrast, reasoning in temporal logic is valid for all programs. The difficulty, of
course, is in abstracting from an implementation to a temporal logic characterization
of its behavior, and this problem is often swept under the rug.

A great deal of work in temporal logic concerns reasoning about system correctness
after system components have been specified in terms of temporal logic (see, for ex-
ample, [HOBO], [SM81, [OL82], [Lam83], [Sta&84 and [NGO85]). The most dramatic
distinction between these works is the way in which temporal logic is used to describe
system behavior. Schwartz and Melliar-Smith give purely temporal specifications of
programs in [SM81]. In these specifications, even the notion of a process state has been
replaced by temporal specifications. Consequently, the resulting specifications are quite
complex, involving nested "until" operators in addition to the temporal operators de-
scribed above. These specifications are often difficult to understand, and difficult to
reason about. On the other hand, Hailpern and Owicki make great use of the notion of
program state in [HO80]. They add history variables to the program state that describe
the history of events over communication links, and reason about the values assumed
by these variables. History variables are a convenient descriptive tool found in many
proof styles, and the specifications produced by Hailpern and Owicki are generally easy
to understand. The history variables, however, do not affect program behavior, and in
proofs reasoning about history variables the history variables themselves seem extrane-
ous. Between the extremes of (SM81 and [HO80] is the work of Lamport in [Lama3j.
Here the process state modeled consists only of program variables, and temporal logic
assertions describe the sequence of values these variable assume. Although an automa-
ton state can be seen as a natural extension of history variables, our proofs tend to
have a flavor similar to those of Lamport's in [Lam83].

While a great deal of work has studied the problem of reasoning about systems after
system components have been specified in terms of temporal logic, less has been devoted
to proving that an implementation actually meets its temporal logic specification. One
attempt is that of Owicki and Lamport in [OL82], improving on the work of Lamport
in [Lam77]. Since safety properties can be proven using methods of Owicki and Cries,
of particular interest is the style of proving liveness properties Owicki and Lamport
describe. Owicki and Lamport construct diagrams called proof lattices that outline the
structure of a proof of a liveness property. Informally, a proof lattice is an acyclic
directed graph with a single entry node having no incoming edges, and a single ezit
node having no outgoing edges. Nodes of the graph are labeled with assertions. A
node labeled A with outgoing edges to nodes labeled A,,..., A, denotes the assertion
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that if A holds, then one of the assertions A,..., A. must eventually hold; that is
A D *(A, V... V A). Suppose each such assertion can be proven for a program. If the
entry node is labeled with A and the exit with B, then the proof lattice amounts to a
proof of the liveness property A D OB for the program. Manna and Pnueli extend the
use of proof lattices in [MP84]. In this work, however, an automata-theoretic model
of computation is explicitly defined, and proof rules are given for proving that each
assrtion denoted by edges of the proof lattice is satisfied by the system modeled by
an automaton. We find this work a very satisfying example of how an automata-
theoretic model of computation and temporal logic can be used together. Given an
automata-theoretic description of system implementation, temporal logic provides a
useful abstraction for reasoning about system behavior. While we have not fixed on
one particular specification language, we feel that temporal logic and our automata-
theoretic model of computation can work well together. In particular, through the
use of automata we are able to incorporate temporal logic into hierarchical correctness
proofs.

The use of abstraction is an important aspect of our style of algorithm verification.
Most work in the literature claiming to produce proofs with a hierarchical structure
actually allow system components to be verified independently, and then combined
to verify the correctness of the system. This notion of hierarchical verification is a
restricted version of the notion we use in this work. Here we actually construct models
of the entire system at conceptually different levels of abstraction, rather than merely
combining local process states into global system states.

Our work most closely resembles that of Lamport in lLam83l. Here Lamport spec-
ifies a program with a collection of state functions mapping program states into sets of
values, a collection of initial conditions essentially defining the set of states in which
the system may begin computation, and a collection of properties describing safety and
liveness conditions. We note that the values to which states are mapped by state func-
tions can be thought of as state variables describing relevant aspects of the system to be
implemented. Furthermore, the properties included in the system specification define
allowed and required changes in the values these variables assume. If these variables
are collected into states, then the variables together with the properties essentially de-
fine an automaton together with a collection of eventuality conditions restricting the
computations of the automaton. If the program implementing the specified system is
considered to be an automaton, as is implicitly the case in Lamport's work, then the
state functions can be thought of as mappings from an automaton describing the sys-
tem at one level of abstraction to an automaton describing the system at a higher level
of abstraction. This is the technique used in our work. Our work is an improvement
on that of Lamport's in the sense that we carry his style of specifications to its natural
conclusion, making the automata-theoretic flavor of his work explicit. Furthermore,
we make explicit his underlying assumption that what is important about a process
is the externally observable behavior of the process. His work seems to imply that
the variables and state functions must be describing some aspect of the system that
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must appear in the implementation. We feel, however, that they are to be considered
merely descriptive tools, and that the notion of subset containment used as the notion
of correctness in this work is the notion of correctness actually underlying Lamport's
work.

Other work similar to ours is that of Stark in [Sta84]. Many of the aims and ideas
underlying his work are the same as ours, but his model is much more general than
ours. We find our model to be simpler and easier to use than Stark's, and expressive
enough to describe most systems of interest. Work on hierarchical verification also
includes that of Lam and Shanlkra in [LS84a]; Harel in [Har87]; and Lamport, Lynch,
and Welch in ILLW87]. Each of these techniques analyses an algorithm by abstracting
away certain portions of the algorithm (rather than mapping to an entirely different
level of conceptual abstraction as we do here) and studying the remaining T image" of
the original algorithm. To Lam and Shankar, the advantage of this method seems to
be that it allows highly interdependent modules of a sy aem to be studied in isolation.

VLamport, Lynch, and Welch seem to be taking this notion of *projection' one step
% further. They show how projections onto different modules can be combined into a

proof of the entire system, giving the proof a lattice-like structure. While still work
in progress, their work seems to be shedding new light on the intellectual organization
of protocol verification. The progress being made in their research can certainly be
incorporated into ours.

The remainder of this thesis consists of two parts. First, in Chapter 2, we formally
define our model of computation and develop the machinery needed to use our model
in the construction of hierarchical correctness proofs. Then, in Chapter 3, we illustrate
the use of our model by proving the correctness of Sch6nhage's distributed resource
arbiter. Finally, in Chapter 4, we end with some concluding remarks, including some
ideas for future work.
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Chapter 2

The Input-Output Automaton
Model

In this chapter we define the input-output automaton model. We begin with a formal
definition of an input-output automaton, and define operations that may be performed
on automata, including the composition of automata. We then show how fairness
can be modeled with automata. Finally, we develop the machinery necessary to use
automata in the construction of modular, hierarchical correctness proofs for distributed
algorithms.

2.1 Input-Output Automata

Having informally described our model in the introduction, we now formally define
an input-output automaton. Since the actions of an automaton define the interface
between an automaton and its environment, it is convenient to be able to refer to
this interface explicitly. Given three disjoint sets in, out, and int of input, output, and
internal actions, respectively, we refer to the triple (in, out, int) as an action eignature S.
We denote the sets in, out, and int by in(S), out(S), and int(S), respectively; and we
denote the entire set of actions in U out U int by aete(S). Since int is the set of
internal actions, it is natural to refer to in U out as the set of ezternaJ actions, denoted
by ezt(S). Finally, we denote the set int U out of locally-controlled actions by local(S).

An input-output automaton (or automaton) A consists of five components:

1. a set at at e(A) of *tat".,

2. a set start(A) C_ stote(A) of start states,

'p 3. an action signature .ig(A),
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4. a transition relation steps(A) _ atates(A) x acts(ig(A)) x etatu(A), with the
property that for every state a and input action w there is a transition (a,x,a')
in atep.(A), and

5. an equivalence relation part(A) on local(ig(A)).

Notice that the transition relation steps(A) has the property that input actions are
continuously enabled, as mentioned in the introduction. Notice, also, that the equiva-
lence relation part (A) is the partition of the locally-controlled actions alluded to in the
introduction. This partition will be used when we define the notion of fair computation
in Section 2.2.

We refer to an element (a, r, a') of steps(A) as a r-step from a to a'. It will occasion-
ally be convenient to denote the step (a, w, a') by a Iro a!, and to denote the sequence of
steps ao U atl... U a. by ao " 4  a,. The step (a, 1, a') is called an input tep if w is
an input action, and output steps, internal ateps, ezernal steps, and loealy-controlled
stops are similarly defined. If (a , r, a') is a step of A, then r is said to be eunabld
from a. Since every input action is enabled from every state, automata are said to be
input-enabled.

An ozecution fragment of A is a finite sequence aortas ... 1 hak or infinite sequence
feriGIaIZ,... of alternating states and actions such that (a,fi |, c+) is a step of A
for every i. An execution fragment beginning with a start state is called an exetion.
We denote the set of executions of A by zmsea(A). A state is said to be rschable if it is

*the final state of a finite execution. The sehdule of an execution z is the subsequence
*: of actions appearing in z, denoted by aehd(z). We denote the set of schedules of A by

ached (A).

We will soon consider certain subsets of an automaton's executions or schedules
(such as the set of fair computations) to be of particular interest. Since we will com-
pose automata, it will be necemary to have ways of composing sets of executions or
schedules as well. If these compositions are to be meaningfully related, however, cer-
tain information about the structure of the original automata must be retained. In
particular, it is important to retain information about the action signature of these
automata. We are therefore led to define the notions of execution modules and sched-
ule modules, essentially sets of executions or schedules, respectively, together with an
action signature.

An czecution module E consists of a set states(E) of states, an action signature
sig(E), and a set ezesa(E) of executions. Each execution of E is an alternating sequence

of states and actions of E beginning with a state, and ending with a state if the
sequence is finite. Each execution z has an associated schedule achad(z) that consists
of the subsequence of actions appearing in z. We denote the set of schedules of E by
ached. (E). An execution module E is said to be an execution module of an automaton A
if E and A have the same states, the same action signature, and the executions of E
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are contained in the executions of A. Notice that an execution module E is always
an execution module of some automaton. In particular, E is an execution module
of the automaton having the states and action signature of E, and the transition
relation statea(E) x act(sig(E)) x atate(E). We denote the execution module of
the automaton A having ezecs(A) as its set of executions by Execs(A). (We follow
the convention of denoting sets with lower case names and modules with capitalized
names.)

A schedule module S consists of an action signature sig(S) together with a set
schebd (S) of schedules. Each schedule of S is a finite or infinite sequence of the actions
of S. Given an execution module E, there is a natural schedule module associated
with E consisting of the action signature and schedules of E. We denote this schedule
module by Schds(E), and write Sched.(A) as shorthand for Schds(Ezecs(A)).

We refer collectively to automata, execution modules, and schedule modules as
objects, the tope of an object determining whether it is an automaton, execution module,
or schedule module. For notational convenience, given an object 0 we often omit
reference to its action signature and write, for example, in(O) for in(.ig(O)).

Since it is typically the case that more than one automaton can model the same
process, some notion of equivalence is needed. Intuitively, the external observer of a
process (a user of the process, for instance) can detect only the sequence of actions
performed by the process. In fact, the only actions detectable by such an observer
are the external actions of the process. We are therefore led to define a notion of
equivalence detitrmined by the externally visible sequences of actions produced by an
object. Since we will consider in Section 2.2.2 a second notion of equivalence based on
the fair behavior of an object, we refer the the current notion of equivalence as unfair
equivalence.

We begin by defining an operation that essentially extracts the externally visible
behavior of an object. An ezternal action signture is an action signature consisting
entirely of external actions; that is, having no internal actions. The external action sig-
nature of an object 0 is the action signature obtained by removing the internal actions
from the action signature of 0. An ezternal schedule module is a schedule module with
an external action signature. Given a sequence y of actions and a set IT of actions, we
denote by yJ11l the subsequence of y consisting of actions from nI. The external schedule
module of an object 0, denoted by Ezternai(O), is the external schedule module with
the external action signature of 0 and the schedules {Vlezt(O) : yE schde(0)} ob-
tamned by removing the internal actions from the schedules of 0. We define the unfar
behatior of 0, denoted by Ubeh(O), to be the external schedule module External(O).

*Two objects 0 and P of the same type are said to be unairiv equivalent, denoted by

0 -!""r P, if Ubeh(O) = Ubeh(P). This equivalence is clearly an equivalence relation,
and we will se that it is also a congruence with respect to the operations we now define
on objects.
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2.1.1 Composition

To build models of complex systems, we compose models of simpler system components.
In this section we show how to compose objects to construct such models.

Composition of Automata

Informally, the composition of a collection of automata is their Cartesian product, with
the added requirement that automata synchronize the performance of shared actions.
That is, each automaton is allowed to take steps independently, with the restriction
that if one automaton takes a w-step, then all automata sharing r as an action must
also take a i-step. This synchronization models communication between system com-
ponents: If i is an output action of A and an input action of B, then the simultaneous
performance of w models communication from A to B. Since synchronization is meant
only to model communication, however, two automata sharing v as an output action
should not be required to perform w simultaneously. We note that two processors
cannot be expected to perform an output action simultaneously in an asynchronous
system. Rather than complicate the notion of composition, we require instead that the
output actions of composed automata be disjoint. Since internal actions are meant to
model externally undetectable actions, we are faced with the need for a similar restric-
tion for internal actions. We require that the internal actions of each automaton in a
composition be disjoint from the actions of the remaining automata.

Having restricted the composition of automata to those with suitably compatible
action signatures, determining the type of an action in a composition is fairly simple:
Output actions of the component automata become output actions of the composition,
internal actions of component automata become internal actions of the composition,
and all remaining (input) actions of the component automata become input actions of
the composition. Notice that the composition of automata does not hide communication
between component automata. To hide such communication will require the use of a
hiding operation defined later in Section 2.1.2.

Finally, recall that associated with every automaton (in particular, with a compo-
sition of automata) is a partition of its locally-controlled actions. Our intuitive under-
standing of this partition is that each clam represents the locally-controlled actions of
one system component. A natural partition of a composition's locally-controlled actions
is to place the locally-controlled actions of each component automaton in a separate
class. Since the restrictions we impose on the composition of automata ensure that
the locally-controlled actions of the component automata are disjoint, this is indeed
a partition. However, each component automaton may model many system compo-
nents. We therefore partition a composition's locally-controlled actions by taking each
clam of each component automaton as a separate clas of the composition's partition.
That is, the partition of a composition's locally-controlled actions is the union of its
components' partitions.
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We are now in a position to formally define the composition of automata. We begin
by defining a composition of action signatures. Previous discussion suggests that the
action signatures {Si : i E I} be called compatible if for all i,j E I we have

1. out(S,) n out(Si) = 0, and

2. int(S,) n acts(Si) = 0.

In general, we say that the objects {0 : i E I) are compatible if their action signa-
tures are compatible. The composition S= ell, of compatible action signatures
(Si : i E I} is defined to be the action signature with

1. in(S) = U in(Si) - U out(Si),
'El ie!

2. out(S) = U out(A,), and
iel

3. int(S) = U int(S).
'el

Notice that this composition is commutative and associative.

The composition A = niuE A. of compatible automata {Ai i E I) is defined to be
the automaton with

1. e.taut(A)= F tate(A4),
e~l

2. start(A) = s ,tar(A.),

3. *ig(A) = fi uig(A.),

4. pot (A) = U part(A.), and
iel

5. steps(A) equal to the set of triples ((a) , r, {(a}) such that for all i E I

(a) if v E acts(A4) then (ai, r,a ) E steps(A.), and

(b) if r 0 acts(A) then ad = a.

Notice that since the automata A, are input-enabled, so is their composition, and hence
their composition s an automaton. When I is a finite set {1,... ,n}, we will frequently
denote the composition li, A4 by A, • .... A,.

As a simple example of automaton composition, consider the two automata A and B
shown at the top of Figure 2.1, and their composition A B shown at the bottom of the
same figure. (A caret points to the single initial state of each automaton.) The action a
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0 b,A: 0.5: ,> bo_ * - ,b

49 0

V
(ao,bo): p p

A: (.o, b).

(0)

Figure 2.1: An example of automaton composition.

is an output action of A and an input action of B, and the action 0 is an output action

of B and and input action of A. Notice that since each waits for the other to take an

output step before taking an output step itself, the automata A and B alternate output

steps in executions of the composition A- B. Notice, furthermore, that since a and 0
are output actions of A and B, respectively, all actions of the composition A • B are

output actions. Finally, notice that the partition of the composition's locally-controlled

actions (in this case, the output actions) places a and # in separate equivalence classes.

The composition of automata has two simple properties. First, an execution of a

composition A = Ili A. always induces executions in the component automata Ai. If
a = {aj) is a state of A, let aIA = aj. If z = aoirla, ... is an execution of A, let z A be

the sequence obtained by deleting ira 3 when 7ri is not an action of A., and replacing

the remaining a, with aGI. We now have the following:

Lemma 1: If z E ezemc(n A.), then zIA, E ezxce(Ai) for all i E I.

Proof: Let A = l ., and suppose that z = aolral .... By the definition of an
execution, ao is a start state of A, and every triple (a&-_,irk, &) is a step of A. Two

facts follow from the definition of the composition A. First, a01A must be a start state
of &. Second, if wr is an action of A, then (ak_,IA., Irk, akIA,) is a step of A,. If irk is

not an action of A, then aksIA. - akIA4. Thus, if zIA,- so ... , then so is a start
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state of A4 , and every triple (a-i,os, a) is a step of A.. Therefore, zIAi is an execution
of A. 0

Conversely, under certain conditions an execution of a composition is induced by
executions of its components. Here and elsewhere, we denote ylacta(O) by yiO for
arbitrary objects 0.

Lamma 2: Let (A. : i E I) be a collection of compatible automata. Let zi be an
execution of A4 for every i E I, and let y be a sequence of actions from the A4. If
yIA = sehed(zi) for every i E I, then there is an execution z of fuil A. such that
y = sched(z), and z, = zIA for every i E I.

Proof: Let A = 'l A&. Suppose that y = wlrr.. .. Since yIAd = eched(z,), we can
write zi = aprjapra. .... Let io = O. Let z = aoria1 ... where ay is defined as
follows: If ib _ i < it+i, then aiA = a4. That is, the automaton A remains in
state di, between the performance of actions ir, and wr,+,, and changes state to 4.+1
upon the performance of ir,+,. First, we claim that a0 is a start state of A. Since for
all i we have that io = 0 implies aoIA. = t4, a start state of A., we are done. Second,
we claim that (a,_ 1,w,,a,) is a step of A for all j. Suppose iri E aet.(A4). Then
Iri = WI for some k. It follows that a_.iA = a',, and aJA, = a since if-, < j = i.
Thus, (aj-.IA.,7ri,aIA.) is a step of A.. Conversely, suppose r V act(Ai). Then
i, < j < i,+ 1, and it follows that aj-IIA = a = ajIA. In either case, (ayi,w,,a)
is a step of A for all j. It follows that z is an execution of A, and furthermore that
y = sched(z) and xjA, = zi for all i. 0

The following corollary, essentially Lemma 4 from [LM86], ensures that composition
preserves the notion that a system component controls the performance of its own
locally-controlled actions. As a result, when reasoning about the enabling of an action in
a composition, it is enough to reason about the enabling of the action at one component.

Corollary 3: Let y be a finite schedule of a composition A = ]ler A.. Let w be a
locally-controlled action of A., and let y' = yw. If yIJAj is a schedule of Aj, then y' is a
schedule of A.

Proof: Since y is a finite schedule of A, there is a finite execution z of A such that
y = sched(z). By Lemma 1, zjA, is an execution of Aj for every j E I. Since w is a
locally-controlled action of A., if ir is an action of A, (for any j y i), then 7r is an input
action of Ay. Since the Ay are input-enabled, and since y/IA, is a schedule of A4, for
every j EI there is an execution z of Ai such that I/IA = .ched(z'). By Lemma 2,
there is an execution z' of A such that y = 8ched(z'), and hence y is an execution of A.
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Composition of Execution Modules

We now define the composition of execution modules. The composition E = rLE1 E
of compatible execution modules {E : i E I) is defined as follows. The states of E
are IH.EI states(E,), and the action signature is HiE 1 .ig(E). Given a state a = {e.) of
the composition, we define sjE = a,. Given a sequence x = aorta,... of states and
actions of E, we define zjEj to be the sequence obtained by removing wies if xi is not
an action of Ei, and replacing the remaining as by as E,. The executions of E are those
sequences sowe ... such that for every i E I we have that zjE is an execution of Ej,
and that sj-[E, = sIE, whenever wr is not an action of E,. The next lemma gives an
alternative characterization of the composition of execution modules.

Lemma 4: Let {E, : i E I) be a collection of compatible execution modules. Sup-
pose E, is an execution module of an automaton A. for every i E I. Then IiH, E is
the execution module of nl,1 A. with executions z such that ZIA. is an execution of E
for every i E I.

Proof: Let E = 11, E and A = ni Aj. Since E is an execution module of A, it
follows that Ei and A. have the same states and action signature, and hence so do E
and A. We need only check that the executions of E are the executions z of A such
that ziA. is an execution of E,. Suppose z is an execution of E. The execution z is
a sequence s01181 ... of states and actions of E such that zIE, is an execution of Ei,
and ,..1 E = .,jE whenever w, is not an action of E. Since E is an execution
module of A., (,.A.,wr,ejjA.) is a step of A. whenever irj is an action of Ai, and
Si II A. = a A. whenever r is not an action of A. It follows that x is an execution of A,
and furthermore that zIA is an execution of Ej for every i E I. Conversely, suppose z
is an execution of A such that zIA. is an execution of E for every i E I. Clearly, z
is a sequence s0wzs ... of states and actions of E such that zIE, is an execution of E,
for every i E I. Furthermore, from the definition of the composition of automata we
see that .jzIE = -- jE, whenever wr is not an action of E. It follows that z is an
execution of E, as desired.

This composition is defined so that the following result holds.

Lemma 5: For all compatible automata {A. : i E I),

Execsa(Il A.) fiExecs(A).
iEI ie!

Proof: Let A = I', A. Furthermore, let EC = Execs(l, A.) and CE = H Ezecs(A,).
Notice that EC is an execution module of A. Furthermore, since Ezecs(A.) is an
execution module of A, for every i E I, Lemma 4 implies that CE is also an execution
module of A. It follows that EC and CE have the same states and action signature.
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We need only show that they have the same executions. By Lemmas 1 and 4, z is an
execution of EC iff z is an execution of A such that zIA. is an execution of A. for every
i E I iff z is an execution of CE. Thus, EC and CE have the same executions, and
hence are equal.

Composition of Schedule Modules

We now define the composition of schedule modules. The composition fiI S, of com-
patible schedule modules {S : i E I} is defined to be the schedule module with action
signature ni'[8 ig(S), and schedules y such that yIS is a schedule of S for every i E I.
This composition is defined so that the following result holds.

Lemma 6: For all compatible execution modules {E, : i E I),

Sche (II E,) = ISch,&,(E,).
iel ,eI

Proof: Let SC = Scheds (Ii Ei) and CS = Ii Sched(E). Since SC and CS clearly
have the same action signatures, we need only show that they have the same schedules.
Suppose E is an execution module of an automaton A. for every i E I. Notice that y
is a schedule of SC iff y is the schedule of an execution z of fi, E,. Lemma 4 implies
this is the case iff y is the schedule of an execution z of l, A4 such that zIE = zi is an
execution of E for every i E I. Lemma 2 implies this is the case iff yIE is the schedule
of an execution z, of E,. From the definition of schedule module composition we see
this is the case iff y is a schedule of CS. Thus, SC and CS have the same schedules,
and hence are equal. C

In addition, we have the following.

Lemma 7: For all compatible schedule modules {S : i E I},

Eztemai(fl S,) = II Ezteral(S,).
iEl tel

Proof: Let S = lH, S,, and let EC = Ezternad(flI S) and CE = li Ezternal(Si). Since
* " the schedule modules Si are compatible, int(S) n acts(S) = 0 for all i $ j. That is,

the internal actions of each schedule module are disjoint from the actions of the others.
With this observation, it follows from the definition of action signature composition
that EC and CE have the same action signature. We need only show they have the
same schedules. If y is a schedule of EC, then y = -- lezt(S) for some schedule V

- of S. Since y'lSi is a schedule of Si, ylEzternal(Si) = y'IEzternal(S) is a schedule of
Ezternao(S,), and hence y is a schedule of CE. Conversely, suppose y is a schedule of
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CE. Then vlE terna(Si) = yjlezt(S,) for some schedule Sk of S,. Suppose y = rjr2....
Let us write yj = aMII ... where aiis a (possibly empty) sequence of internal actions
of 5,, and M is r if ir is an external action of S and the empty string otherwise. Let
s = "joi.1 . where jj is an arbitrary interleaving of the actions appearing in the -.
Theny is a sequence of actions of S such that y'S = yi is a schedule of S, so y' is a
schedule of S. Since y = y/Iezt(S), y is a schedule of EC. 0

Lemmas 5, 6, and 7 can be summarized as follows.

Corollary 8: Let A denote the clas of automata, e denote the class of execution
modules, and S denote the class of schedule modules. The following diagram commutes:

Eze e Sche EzterneJ

H H H Hl

Ezec Sehedin Ezternai
'A- I I,

One important consequence of Corollary 8 is the following result, which says that
the (unfair) behavior of a composition is the composition of its components' (unfair)
behaviors.

Lemma 9: Ubeh( H C,) = 11 Ubeh(O,) for all compatible objects {O,: i E I}.

It is now possible to see that composition satisfies a number of natural axioms. We
note that the following result is an immediate consequence of the definition of schedule
module composition.

Lemma 10: Suppose S=f[i S,, T=fli T, U = L. U,, and V= '[ Viwhere the Si,
T, U4, and V are schedule modules.

-. 1. S.T=T.S.

2. (S.T).U=S.(T.U).

3. If S = T and U = V, then S • U = T. V whenever the compositions S • U and
T. V are defined.

As a consequence of Lemmas 9 and 10, we have the following.
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Lemma 11: Suppose 0 = Il Oi, P = [l, Pi, Q = 'l, Q,, and R = Ii A- where
the O, P,, Q,, and R. are objects.

1. 0 . P Lm'" p. 0.
2. (0O..P) .- Q -" 0O.(P.-Q).

3. If 0 -'T "' P and Q "'k R, then 0. Q wT ? P . R whenever the compositions
0 . Q and P. R are defined.

Proof: Recall that 0. rP"!' " P. 0 iff the external schedule modules Ubeh(0 P) and
Ubeh(P. 0) are equal. By Lemma 9 we see that Ubeh(O. P) = Ubeh(0) . Ubeh(P) and
Ubeh(P 0 0) = Ubeh(P) • Ubeh(O). However, Lemma 10 implies that these schedule
modules are equal. Therefore, 0. P '-!L P. 0. The remaining parts are similar. E

Conditions I and 2 say that composition is commutative and associative up to
equivalence. Condition 3 says that composition is a almost congruence with respect to
composition. However, since the external behavior of 0 and Q contains no information
about the internal actions of 0 and Q, their external behaviors do not determine
whether they are compatible, and hence whether their composition is defined. Thus,
equivalence is not quite a congruence. We call an equivalence satisfying condition 3 a
weak congruence. Notice that this weakness is due only to conflicting internal actions
names, actions not affecting the external behavior of an object. In Section 2.1.3 we will
see how to perform a syntactic renaming of internal action names to avoid this conflict
without affecting the external behavior of the object. This is reminiscent of variable
renaming to avoid conflict during substitution in predicate calculus.

2.1.2 Action Hiding

Recall that composition does not hide actions modeling interprocess communication:
In particular, if r is an output action of A and an input action of B modeling com-
munication from A to B, then r becomes an (external) output action of A B. Since
this communication is really internal to the system A B, we would like to be able to
hide v from external view, to transform x into an internal action of A. B.

Given an object 0 and a set of actions E, we define the object HideE(O) to be the
object differing from 0 only in that

1. i(HidsE(0)) = in(o) - E,

2. out(Hide (0)) = out(0) - E, and

3. imnt(Hider,(O)) - mnt(O) U (acta(O) n E).
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Since the hiding operation modifies only the action signature of an object (without
modifying its executions or schedules), we have the following:

Lemma 12: For all automata A, execution modules E, schedule modules S, and sets
of actions E,

1. Ezes(HdCE.(A)) = Hider(Ezec(A))

2. Sched(HWCE(E)) = HlidCe(Sehede(E))

3. E ternal(Hider (S)) = External(Hider(External(S)))

Proof: Parts 1 and 2 are immediate from the definition of the hiding operation. Part 3
follows from the fact that Il(ezt(S) -E) = ('ext(S))I(ezt(5) -E) for every schedule y.

0
As a corollary of Lemma 12, we have the following:

Corollary 13: Let A denote the clas of automata, C denote the clas of execution
modules, and S denote the clas of schedule modules. The following diagram commutes:

4

A Execs Schwds Etemal S
Hiden

Hiden Hiden Hiden / rS

Eterviel
Exece__. Scheds External /E

A ESJ, Sed

Suppose {O : i E I} are compatible objects, and consider their composition 0.

Suppose that w is an action of Oi not shared by 0, for every i $ j. Intuitively, if r
models some communication internal to the system component modeled by 0., then
whether 7 is hidden before or after forming the composition 0 should not affect the
resulting object. This intuition is formalized in the following result.
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Lemma 14: Let {O : i E I) be a collection of compatible objects, and let {E, : i E I}
be a collection of sets of actions. If aets(O,) and E£ are disjoint for all i # j, then
Hsid4,.,(tn o , ) = H sidCE(o,).

Proof: Let HC = Hideur(, 0,) and CH = m, HdE.,(0). First, we claim that
the composition HC is defined iff CH is defined. Since for all i j the intersection
gets(0j) n E) is empty, for all i # j we have

out(0) n out(O,) = (out(0) - E,) n (out(O) - E,)

= out(Hidez,(O,)) n out(Hidez,(0j))

and

nt(o,) n .act(o,) = (.nt(o,) U (E, n act.(O,))] n [ (aetos() - EiJ
= int(Hide,(0t)) n acts(Hider,(Oj)).

It follows that the objects O are compatible iff the objects HiderE,(0,) are compatible,
and hence that HC is defined iff CH is defined.

Next, we claim that HC and CH have the same action signatures, and it will follow
,- that HC and CH are equal. Notice that

n (HC) = i(JJ Or) - U ,
'"" el jEl

= (U in(Oi) - U out(oj)) - U E,

= (U in(o) -U E,) - (U out(0) -U Ej)
iEI JEi iel jel

U (in (0i)- Et) - U(ot (0,) - Ej)
iel ,El

SU in(HidE,(O,)) - Uo~it(Hide,(0))
iel jEl

= in(II HsdE,,(o,)) = in(CH).
iel

The fourth equality holds since act.(0) n Ej is empty for all i # j. Similar arguments
show that out(HC) = out(CH) and int(HC) = int(CH). Therefore, IC and CH
have the same action signature, and hence are equal. C

2.1.3 Action Renaming

Our definition of composition makes the names of actions quite important. In particu-
lar, the notion of object compatibility depends entirely on the names of actions shared
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by the objects. In this section, we define an operation that renames actions. With this I
operation, objects can be made compatible by renaming conflicting actions.

An action mapping f is an injective mapping between sets of actions. Such a
mapping is said to be applicable to an object 0 if the domain of f contains the ac-
tions of 0. Action mappings are extended to objects in the obvious way. If the
action mapping f is applicable to an automaton A, then the automaton f(A) is
the automaton with the states and start states of A; with the input, output, and
internal actions f(in(A)), f(out(A)), and f(int(A)), respectively; with the transi-
tion relation {(a, '(r),.') : (a,x,a') E step.(A)}; and with the equivalence relation
{(f(w),f( r')) : (r,wr) E part(A)}. Since f is injective, the partition of the locally-
controlled actions of f(A) is guaranteed to be an equivalence relation. Objects f(0)
are defined similarly for other types of objects. Such an object f(0) is said to be a
renaming of 0. Since renaming affects only action names, the following result is easy
tosee.

mh

. Lemma IS: Let f be an action mapping applicable to the automaton A, the execution
module E, and the schedule module S.

1. Execs(f(A)) = f(Execs(A))

2. Sches(f (E)) = f(Scad.e(E))

3. E ernal(f (S)) = f(Exierna(S))

In addition, since action mappings ae injective, it is easy to se that actions may
be hidden before or after renaming:

Lemma 16: Hidef(E)((O)) = f(Hidez(0)) for any object 0 and applicable action
mapping f.

Let us consider how renaming interacts with composition. Suppose an action map-
ping f. is applicable to the object 0, for every i E 1. First, notice that if each f. maps
some output action ir, of 0 to the action wr, then the f.(0.) are incompatible; and

* [fl, f,(O,) is not be defined even though fI, 0, may be. Furthermore, if each f, maps an
*. action r to a different action i,, then executions of l, ,(O,) may have no relationship

to the executions of li, 0, since the objects f,(0) may no longer be required to syn-
chronize on the actions r,. We are therefore led to define a collection {f, i E I} of
action mappings to be compatible if for all actions r, and v, we have f,(i,) = f,(w,) iff

.7 r, = 7. We define their composition f = fl, f, to be the action mapping having as its
domain the union of the domains of the f,, and mapping the action x to f,(W) if V is
in the domain of f,. The fact that the f, are compatible ensures that f is well-defined.
It is obvious that if each f, is applicable to an object 0,, then f is applicable to their
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composition. In addition, the following result verifies that the renaming of such objects
may occur either before or after the formation of their composition without affecting
the resulting object.

Lemia 17: Let (O, : i E I} be compatible objects, and let {f, : i E I) be compatible
action mappings. If f, is applicable to O, for every i E I, then (11 fi) ( fl 0) = fl A (00)

iel iez iEl

Proof: We prove the result for automata A.; the proofs for other types of objects are
similar. Let f = I', f, A = [I A., and A' - l f,(A.). We show that f(A) is defined
if" A' is defined, and that in this case f(A) = A'. To do so, we must verify the following:
(i) that the A, are compatible iff the f,(A,) are compatible, (i) that 1(A) and A' have
the same states and start states, (iii) that f1(A) and A' have the same action signature,
(iv) that f1(A) and A' have the same transition relation, and (v) that f1(A) and A' have
the same partition of locally-controlled actions. Since the f, are injctive mappings
such that f,(7r,) = f,(w,) if" 7r, = 7rw, the only nontrivial part of this proof to check is
part (iv). Suppose that (a, r, a') is a step of f(A). For some action a we must have
that (a,o,a') is a step of A, and that f(o) = r. Furthermore, for each i, the action a
is an action of A, iff w is an action of f,(A.). If w is an action of f,(A), then a is
an action of A,, so (aIA.,o,a'JA,) is a step of A. and (a If(A.),w, al, (A.)) is a step of
f,(A,). If x is not an action of f,(A.), then a is not an action of A., so alA = a'lA.
and aIfj,(A.) = a'f,(A.). In either case, (a, r,a') is a step of A'= i, f,(A.). A similar
argument shows that if (a, r, a') is a step of A', then it is a step of f(A). It follows that
f(A) and A' have the same transition relation, and hence are equal.

S..

- 2.1.4 Remarks

Since the definitions given so far have been independent of such considerations, we
have chosen to ignore until this point issues of cardinality that appear in most mod-
els of computation. For example, we have not restricted our model to automata with
countable sets of states and actions, and hence to countable nondeterminism. Fur-
thermore, we have not restricted our theory to the composition of a finite (or even
countable) number of automata. While these are natural restrictions (and all of the
results presented thus far still hold when these restrictions are imposed), we note that
Lynch and Merritt have made effective use of the composition of a countable number
of automata in [LM86I. In the remainder of this thesis, we restrict our attention to
automata modeling systems with a countable number of components. In particular, we
restrict our attention to countable compositions, and to automata A for which port (A)
partitions A's locally-controlled actions into a countable number of equivalence classes.
This restriction becomes relevant in the following section where we define the notion
of fair computation.
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2.2 Fairness

Fair computation is of central importance to distributed computation. The mutual
exclusion problem, for example, has been formulated in 1EM721 with the *no lockout*
condition that if every process is allowed to take steps infinitely often, then every
process trying to enter its critical region will eventually do so. That is, during fair
computation, every proces wishing to enter its critical region will eventually do so.
More generally, the specification of a distributed system typically includes conditions
of the form if condition P holds, then eventually condition Q will hold., The ability
of a process to satisfy such conditions clearly depends on fair computation. In this
section we show how fair computation can be described in our model, and we show
how fair computation induces an interesting equivalence of automata.

2.2.1 Fair Executions

As previously mentioned, computation in a system of processes is said to be fair if
every process is given the chance to make computational progress infinitely often. The
phrase 'given the chance' is important, since a process may not be in a position
to make progress every time it is given the chance. Recall that associated with an
automaton A is a partition part(A) of its locally-controlled actions. Intuitively, each
class of this partition consists of the locally-controlled action of a proces in the system
being modeled by A. A fair ezecuion of an automaton A is defined to be an execution z
such that the following conditions hold for each class C of prt(A):

1. If z is a finite execution, then no action of C is enabled from the final state of z.

2. If z is an infinite execution, then either actions from C appear infinitely often
* in z, or states from which no action of C is enabled appear infinitely often in z.

These conditions may be interpreted as follows. If z is finite, then computation in the
system has halted since no process is able to take another step. If z is infinite, then
every process has been given the chance to take a step infinitely often, although it may
be that some process was unable to make computational progres every time it was
given the chance to do so. Notice that this definition of fairness is mesntially what is
called weak fairnu in the literature (see [FraH, for example). As mentioned in the
introduction, however, our definition is different in an important way in that it takes
into consideration the notion of one process controlling the performance of an action.
In particular, it is possible for an (input) action to be continuously enabled, and yet
never be performed. We note in passing that our notion of fairness defines the notion

of a finite fair computation without the usual requirement that finite computations be
extended in some trivial way to infinite computations.
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The set fair(A) is the set of fair executions of the automaton A, and Fair(A) is the
execution module of A having fair(A) an its set of executions.

One simple consequence of this definition of fair executions is the following.

Lemm IS: If z is a finite execution of an automaton A, then z can be extended to
a fair execution ztria1 ... of A (in which every w, is a locally-controlled action of A).

Proof: Let f be a function mapping the natural numbers to the clas of part(A),
with the property that every clam of part (A) appears in the range of f infinitely often.
There is an execution z' = zwral ... of A with the property that ir, is an action from the
clas f (i) if such and action is enabled from at-,, and an arbitrary locally-controlled
action of A otherwise. (If from some state a- 1 no locally-controlled action of A is
enabled, then z' is a finite execution ending in state aj-.) The execution z' is a fair
execution of A. C

More important, however, is the next lemma which says that the fair executions of
a composition are a composition of the fair executions of its components. It is for the
sake of this result that we associate a partition of an automaton's locally-controlled
actions with an automaton.

Lemma 19: Fair(fl A.) = [I Fair(A,.) for all compatible automata (A,. : i E I.
El sEl

Proof: Let FC = Fair(fln A.) and CF = l, Fair (A,.). Since both are execution
modules of A = [n, A., both have the same states and action signature. We need only
show that they have the same executions. First, however, notice that since the A,
are compatible, their locally-controlled actions are disjoint. Furthermore, notice that
each A., is input-enabled. It follows that each A, determines when its locally-controlled
actions are enabled in the composition A: If w is a locally-controlled action of A. and a
is a state of A, then x is enabled from a in A iff w is enabled from aA,. in A,..

Suppose z is a fair execution of A, and let us show that z is an execution of CF
We must show that zIA, is a fair execution of A. for all S. Let C be a clas of locally-
controlled actions of A,, and hence a class of A. Suppose z is finite. Since z is a fair
execution of A, no action of C is enabled in A from the final state a of x, and hence
no action of C is enabled in A, from the final state alA, of zA,.. Suppose z is infinite.
If actions from C appear infinitely often in z, they do so in zIA,. On the other hand,
suppose states appear infinitely often in z from which no action of C is enabled in A.
It follows that either z'A, is finite and no action of C is enabled from the final state of
z! A, in A,, or else infinitely many states of A, appear in zIA, from which no action of C
is enabled. In any case, z A, is a fair execution of A,. It follows that z is an execution
of CF.
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Conversely, suppose z is an execution of CF, and let us show that z is a fair
execution of A. Let C be a claus of locally-controlled actions of A, and therefore a clas
of A. for some i. Since z is an execution of CF, the execution zIA, is a fair execution
of A. Suppose z is finite, and therefore that z1A. is finite. Since zIA. is fair, no action
of C is enabled from the final state of zIA., and hence no action of C is enabled from
the final state of z. Suppose z is infinite. If actions from C appear infinitely often
in zA,, the same is true of z. If states appear infinitely often in z]A. from which no
action of C is enabled, the same is true in z. However, zfA. may be finite. In this
case, no action of C is enabled from the final state of zIAi. Since z is infinite, there is
a state appearing in z after which no action of C is ever enabled. In any cue, z must

• be a fair execution of A. It follows that FC = CF. 0

2.2.2 Fair Equivalence

" In Section 2.1 we defined a notion of equivalence based on the external behavior of
an object. We now define a similar notion of equivalence based on far external be-
havior. The far behamor of an automaton A, denoted by Fbeh(A), is defined to be
the schedule module Eternl(Fair (A)). We extend this definition to objects of other

* types (execution modules and schedule modules) by setting Fbeh(O) = UbeA(O). It is
convenient to denote the set of schedules of Fkb(O) by fbeA(O), for any object 0. In
light of Corollary 8 and Lemma 19, we ae that the fair behavior of a composition is
the composition of the fair behavior of its components.

Lemma 20: Fk&( fl 0,) = [1 FbeA(Oj) for compatible objects {O, : i E I).
el 4el

We say that two objects 0 and 0' are fairli eqivaleni, denoted 0 '-t' 0', if they
have the same fair behavior; that is, if Fbeh(O) = Fkh(0'). In light of Lemmas 10
and 20, fair equivalence satisfies the axioms stated for unfair equivalence in Lemma 11.

Lemmma 21: Suppose 0 = ', 0,, P - fl P, Q = flQ,, and R = f'.R, where
the 0,, P, Q,, and R are objects.

0. O.P ' = P.O.0

2. (0O-e).-Q 9 0-( Q)

=3.If0 P =andQ R,then0Q P. R whenever the compositions 0 Q
and P, R are defined.
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A: >• B:

A:B >

8 8

Figure 2.2: The importance of the partition of locally-controlled actions.

Thus, composition is commutative and associative up to fair equivalence, and fair
equivalence is a weak congruence with respect to composition. With this we conclude
that discussion of fairness directly related to program verification. In the remainder of

U this section we consider several interesting questions about how fairness is modeled in
2' our model.

2.2.3 Fairness and System Decomposition

Having seen the definition of a fair execution, the role of the equivalence relation
part(A) associated with an automaton A is clear: The automaton models a system,
and the locally-controlled actions of each system component form a separate class of
the partition. It is worth considering, however, whether this partition is really of any
importance. We claim that if relationships such as those stated in Lemma 20 are of
importance (and we think they are), then the information about the system structure
encoded in the partition of an automaton's locally-controlled actions must be retained.

Suppose for a moment that we do away with the partition, so that all we know about
an automaton's locally-controlled action is whether it is an internal or output action.
Consider the automata A and B given in Figure 2.2, and consider their composition
A B. Here a is an input action, and # and -v are output actions. In both automata A
and B, the execution with the infinite sequence of a's as its schedule may be considered
a fair execution since infinitely often each automaton passes through a state from which

4no locally-controlled action (either # or -y) is enabled. In the composition, however, a
Ilocally-controlled action is enabled from every state through which such an execution

must pass, and yet none of these actions appear in the execution. This execution cannot
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be considered a fair execution of the system since the system is never allowed to make
progress, even though it is able to do so at each stage of the execution. If, on the other
hand, we recognize that f and -f are output actions of separate system components, we
see that infinitely often each component passes through a state from which none of its
locally-controlled actions is enabled. We therefore conclude that this is an execution of
the system that is fair to all components, and hence can be considered a fair execution
of the system. The partition of locally-controlled actions therefore seems to be an
important component of an input-output automaton.

It is conceivable, however, that an automaton's actions can be partitioned in such a
way that it is impossible for the automaton to model a system whose components have
as their locally-controlled actions one class of the partition. It therefore seems possible
for our intuitive understanding of an automaton's partition of its locally-controlled
actions to be violated. Let us say that an automaton A is primitive if part (A) consists
of a single class. Intuitively, such an automaton can model only an "atomic' system
component. It would be nice to know that every automaton A is (fairly) equivalent
to a composition of primitive automata, where the locally-controlled actions of each
primitive automaton form a class of A's partition. This would in effect be saying that
every automaton does model a system in a way satisfying our intuition. What we can
prove is the following. An automaton is said to be deterministic if it has one start
state, and for every action ir there is at most one i-step from every state.

re Lemma 22: Let A be an automaton whose equivalence relation part (A) partitions its
locally-controlled actions into the classes {C, : i E I). If A is deterministic, then there
are primitive automata A. such that C, is the set of locally-controlled actions of A,
and A - Hid,,.A)(1 A-).

'el

Proof: Since A - Hideit(A) (A') where A' is the automaton differing from A only in
that the internal actions of A are output actions of A', we may assume without loss of
generality that A has no internal actions, and show that A t" -, A.. Let A, be the

.1** primitive automaton obtained from A as follows. First, set in(A,) = oct(A) - C and
out(A,) = C,. Second, add to A. a dead state d. Finally, to ensure that A, is input-
enabled, if v is an input action that is not enabled from a state a, add the transition
a J! d from a to the dead state d. Let B &lA. We claim that A 4_& B.

Suppose z is a fair execution of A. Since z is also an execution of each A., there is
an execution y of B such that yA, = z for every i. We claim that y is a fair execution
of B. If actions from C, appear infinitely often in z, then the same is true of V. On
the other hand, suppose that ir is an action of C, that is not enabled from a state a
of A. Then ir is an (output) action of A, that is not enabled from the state a in Ai, and
hence not from the state (a) in B. It follows that if z is finite and no action from C, is
enabled from the final state of z, then the same is true of y; and that if z is infinite and
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there are infinitely many states appearing in z from which no action of C, is enabled,
then the same is true of y. Therefore, y is a fair execution of B.

Conversely, suppose y is a fair execution of B. We claim that z = ys1A is a fair
execution of A for every i. We will soon show that if b is a reachable state of B, then
all components bA. of b are equal, and equal to a state other than d. From this it
will follow that all yIA. are equal. Furthermore, since z = y1A 4, the state d must not
appear in z. Since transitions to d were the only transitions added in the construction
of A., z is an execution of A. Furthermore, since z is fair in A., either z is finite and no
action of C, is enabled from the final state of z; or z is infinite and either actions of C,
appear infinitely often in z, or states appear infinitely often in z from which no action
of C is enabled. Since this is true for every class Cj, z is must be a fair execution of A.

We now proceed by induction on the length t of an execution required to reach b to
show that bjA = bIA, 6 d for all i and j. Since A has a single start state, each A. has
the same (unique) start state, and the case of t = 0 is trivial. Suppose t > 0 and the
inductive hypothesis holds for t - 1. Suppose b is reachable by an execution of length t

p. whose last transition is ' b. Since Y is reachable by an execution of length t - 1,
the inductive hypothesis implies that b'A. = I/IA, 6 d for all i and j. Since r is either
an input action of A or an output action of A (and hence of some A.), there must be
an automaton A. for which no transition bIA, -'r d was added during its construction.
It follows that ¥YA -! bjA. must be a transition of A, and hence that no dead state

-*. transition was added from b'A. during the construction of any Ai. Therefore, every
step YJA. -r bIA is a step of A. Since A is deterministic, there is only one such step,
so bjA, = bIAs 0 d for all i and j.

This result says that our intuition (our understanding of an automaton's partition
of its locally-controlled actions) is satisfied by a very restricted class of automata. It
does not seem to be true, however, for arbitrary automata (although Lemma 22 does
hold for arbitrary automata if fair equivalence is replaced by unfair equivalence, the
proof of this using the same construction as in the proof of Lemma 22). The reason the
construction given above will not work for nondeterministic automata is clear: The ex-
istence of nondeterminism allows the components to diverge during computation. Each

Ncomponent may then pass through states from which none of its locally-controlled ac-
tions are enabled, from which it follows that no locally-controlled actions appear in the
executions generated by any of the components. Since, however, each component may
pass through states from which all locally-controlled actions of all remaining compo-
nents are always enabled, none of the executions generated by any of the components
are fair executions of the original automaton A, whose classes are the output actions of
the component automata. What is obviously required is a coordinator or scheduler S to
ensure that all automata choose the same transition at every step. With this intuition
in mind, we now prepare to show the following.

Theorem 23: Let A be an automaton whose equivalence relation part (A) partitions its
locally-controlled actions into the classes {C, i E I). There are primitive automata A,
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and S such that C, is the set of locally-controlled actions of A., E is the set of locally-
controlled actions of S, and A = Hid,,a(A)uE(IH A-. S).

tel

The primitive automata A. used in this construction are essentially the primitive
automata used in the proof of Lemma 22. However, when the A. perform an action, the
scheduler S must be able to direct all of them to take the same step. These directions
take the form of certain input actions of the A, where the performance of such -n action
by the scheduler tells the component automata which transition they are supposed to
make. We add these actions to the A. (although initially as internal actions) with the
following result.

Lemma 24: For every automaton A, there is a deterministic automaton B such that
A 1 B. The locally-controlled actions of B are partitioned into the classes of A,
together with an additional class E of internal actions.

Proof: For ease of exposition, we construct a nondeterministic automaton B, and then
show how it can be transformed into an equivalent deterministic automaton. The states
of B are of the form (a, a) where a is a state and a is a (possibly empty) sequence of
actions. The start state of B is (a, e), where a is a distinguished state (not a state of A)
and e is the empty sequence of actions. The states of B are (a, a) and (a, a), where a is
a state of A and a is a (possibly empty) sequence of actions of A. The action signature
and partition of B are precisely those of A, except that an additional scheduling action 7
(an internal action) forms its own class of B's partition. The transitions of B from a
state (a, a), where a is a state of A, are as follows:

(a,) -(a', )in B a a' in A
(a, a) - (a, ow) in B iff a w a' in A for some a'

That is, w determines what transitions A actually makes from the state a when the
sequence of actions a is actually performed. All other actions are simply recorded as
actions to be performed by A at a later time. The transitions of B from a state (a, a)
are as follows:

(a, a) -* (a, e) in B iff ao --+ a in A for some start state ao
(a, a) -. (a, av) in B iff a is an input action of A

In this case, only input actions and w are enabled from a state of the form (a, a). In
this way, fair computation will guarantee that r is eventually performed, and hence
that an initial state is chosen for A. Thus, the scheduling action 7r chooses the initial

state of A, as well as the steps taken by A during computation. We claim tha- A 4' B.
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Suppose that A's locally-controlled actions are partitioned into the classes {C : i E I}.
These classes together with the class {7r} are the classes of B.

Let z be a fair execution of A. Let y be the execution of B obtained by replacing
each transition a -4 a' of x by the transitions (a, e) -! (a, o) 24 (a', e), followed by
the infinite sequence of transitions (a, e) -4 (a, e) 2 ... in the case that z is a finite
execution ending in the state a. Suppose z is finite. Since z is fair, no locally-controlled
action is enabled in A from the final state a of z. It follows that no locally-controlled
action of B is enabled from any of the infinite occurrences of (a, e) in y, except for 7r
which occurs infinitely often. Hence, y is a fair execution of B. Conversely, suppose
that z is infinite. Since z is fair, for each class C, either actions from C appear infinitely
often in z, or from infinitely many states appearing in z no action from C is enabled.
In the first case, actions from C appear infinitely often in y. In the second case, since
an action a is enabled from a state a of A iff it is enabled from (a, e) in B, infinitely
many states appear in y from which no action of C is enabled. Since, in addition, 7r
appears infinitely often in the execution, y must be a fair execution of B.

Conversely, let y be a fair execution of B. From the definition of B we see that
if (a, e) U (a, o)... 5-! (a, a, ... a.) -4 (a', e) is a sequence of transitions in B, then
a U a,... ! a' is a sequence of transitions of A. In addition, if (s,e) 5 (., a,)... U
(8, o ... an) -! (a, e) is a sequence of transitions in B, then ao U a,... U- a is a
sequence of transitions of A for some start state a0 of A. Let z be the execution
of A obtained by replacing every such sequence in y by the corresponding sequence of

*transitions of A. Since y is fair, the action 7r must appear infinitely often in y, and
hence y must be infinite. If actions from C, appear infinitely often in y, then the same
is true in z. If not, then there are infinitely many states appearing in y from which no
action of C, is enabled. Notice that if an action a other than 7r is not enabled from
from the state (a, a) in B, then for all states a' of A such that a -* a' it must be that a
is not enabled from a'. It follows that either z is finite and no action of C, is enabled
from the final state of x, or there are infinitely many states appearing in z from which
no action of C is enabled. In either case, z must be a fair execution of A.

We have just shown that A I -!" B. However, we are not yet done since B is not
yet deterministic: There are potentially many ir-steps from every state of B. However,
we can assign to each i-step a unique identifier, and tag the r labeling the step with
this identifier. Replacing the action r with the set E of newly-tagged ir's, it is easy
to see that this automaton is fairly equivalent to B, and hence also to A. Since this
automaton is a deterministic automaton (with an extra class E of internal actions), we
are done. E

We are now able to prove Theorem 23.

Proof of Theorem 23: Given the automaton A, construct the automaton B of
Lemma 24. The automaton B is fairly equivalent to A, and its locally-controlled
actions are partitioned into the same classes as those into which A's actions are par-
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~Figure 2.3: Fair equivalence and unfair equivalence are incomparable.

- titioned, together with an additional class E of internal actions. Furthermore, B is a
j deterministic automaton. Lemma 22 says there are primitive automata A. and S with

local (A.) = Ci and local (S) = E such that B (and hence A) is fairly equivalent to

ltfide,,t(B) (ri A . $ ), which is just Hide&W(A)UE (ni A .-S). [

2.2.4 Comparing Fair and Unfair Equivalence
~Having defined two types of equivalence, fair equivalence and unfair equivalence, it is

natural to ask how they are related. Since Fbeh(O) = Ubeh(O) when 0 is an execution
module or schedule module, fair and unfair equivalence are identical for execution
modules and schedule modules. For automata, however, they are incomparable.

~Consider, for example, the automata of Figure 2.3. The (primitive) automata A

,'- and B each have an input action a and an output action P. The unfair behavior of
; . both A and B consists of all sequences of a and 0, so A and B are unfairly equivalent.

MIThe fair behavior of A, however, includes the infinite sequence of o's. Since the fair
behavior of B does not, A and B are fairly inequivalent. On the other hand, C and D are
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two (nonprimitive) automata with output actions a and 0, each forming a separate class
in the partition of the locally-controlled actions. The fair behavior of C and D consist
of finite sequences of a's followed by a # and an infinite sequence of a's, so C and D
are fairly equivalent. The unfair behavior of C, however, includes the infinite sequence
of a's. Since the unfair behavior of D does not, C and D are unfairly inequivalent.

Thus, in general, fair equivalence and unfair equivalence are incomparable. The
following lemma, however, indicates that fair equivalence implies unfair equivalence in
the case of primitive automata. Since the primitive automata A and B of Figure 2.3 are
unfairly equivalent but not fairly equivalent, we see that fair equivalence is a stronger
equivalence that unfair equivalence in the case of primitive automata.

Lemma 25: Let A and B be two primitive automata. If A and B are fairly equivalent,
then A and B are unfairly equivalent.

Proof: It is enough to check that ached.(A) ezt(A) = scheda (B)Iext (B). Suppose z
is an execution of A. If an infinite number of locally-controlled actions appear in z,
then since A is a primitive automaton (with a single class of locally-controlled ac-
tions), z is a fair execution of A. Since A and B are fairly equivalent, there is a fair
execution y of B such that ached(x)lezt(A) = ached(y)Iext(B). On the other hand,
if only a finite number of locally-controlled actions appear in z, then we may write
X = X'X N where z' is a finite execution of A, and every locally-controlled action ap-
pearing in x appears in e'. By Lemma 18, the finite execution x' can be extended
to a fair execution z of A. Since A and B are fairly equivalent there is a fair exe-
cution y of B such that 8ched(z)Jezt(A) = sched(y)Iezt(B). Thus, there is a finite

4. execution I/ of B, a prefix of i, such that ached(x')Iezt(A) = ached(1/)1ezt(B). Since B
is input enabled and no locally-controlled action appears in z after e', y' may be ex-
tended to an execution y' of B such that ached(z)[ezt(A) = 8ched(y")Iezt(B). Thus,
ached.(A)Iezt(A) _ ached.(B)Iezt(B). Since the opposite containment follows by a
symmetric argument, we are done.

2.3 Hierarchical Correctness Proofs

The problem motivating this thesis is the construction of hierarchical correctness proofs
for distributed algorithms. We have already mentioned in the introduction how such a
proof might be constructed. First, a sequence of models 01,... O. are defined, objects
of some type modeling the algorithm at decreasing levels of abstraction. Each model O
is then shown to "simulate" OiI in some appropriate sense of the word "simulate." In
such a proof, each O_. can be viewed as the statement of a problem O, is required to
solve. O may be said to solve the problem specified by O,-_ if every behavior of 0,
is a behavior of Oi-. O solves the problem specified by O,_- in the sense that every
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correctness condition satisfied by each behavior of O,_s is also satisfied by each behavior
of 0 . However, as previously mentioned, the satisfaction of certain liveness conditions
depends on fair computation. We therefore require only that every fair behavior of O
be a fair behavior of O,-. That is, O, is said to satisfy Oi- if fNA(O,) C flA(OA_.1 ).
We also require that O and O,- have the same external action signature.

Notice, however, that this notion of correctness is not completely satisfactory. In
particular, a schedule module O with no schedules trivially satisfies every problem Oi-,
(with the same external action signature). Furthermore, since the schedules of O are
allowed to be arbitrary sequences of actions, it is conceivable that they may encode
information allowing the solution of undecidable problems, and hence not be behaviors
of an implementable system. In an attempt to avoid such anomalies, we say that the
object 0,-I is implementable if there is an automaton satisfying O-I. The object 0 -I is
implementable in the sense that there is a system satisfying every correctness condition
satisfied by O -I. Furthermore, since O-I is satisfied by an automaton, and since
every automaton is input-enabled, the object Oi-, must describe a response to every
possible pattern of input. That is, the behavior of O- is nontrivial. We say that O-
solves O if 0_ -I is an implementable object satisfying 0,. In the context of constructing
hierarchical correctness proofs, such a proof consists of a sequence 01,..., 0, of objects,
and the verification that each O solves O-t.

Clearly, the notion of satisfaction is the basis of each of these definitions. The
remainder of this section concerns techniques for verifying that one object satisfies
another. Two properties of satisfaction are very easy to see. The first is that satisfaction
is transitive, and a weak congruence with respect to composition.

Lemma 26: Consider the objects 0, P,, and Q,, for i E I.

1. If O satisfies P and Pi satisfies Q,, then O satisfies Q,.

2. If O satisfies P for every i E I, then Iir O satisfies Ili P whenever the composi-
tions I'i O, and Il, P are defined.

Proof: The proof of the first part is immediate from the definition of satisfaction.
The second part requires some proof. As a result of Corollary 8, the external action
signature of Ili Oi is the composition of the external action signatures of the O, and
similarly for liP. Since O and P, have the same external action signature for all
i E I, so do flO, and fPi. Since fbeh(O,) _ fbeh(P) for all i E I, it follows by
Lemma 20 that fbeh(n 0i) C fbeh(l P.). Therefore, 11 O satisfies n', Pi. 0
A second property of satisfaction is its invariance under action renaming.

Lemma 27: Let f be an action mapping applicable to the objects 0 and P. If 0
satisfies P, then f(O) satisfies f(P).
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Proof: Since 0 and P have the same external action signature and since f is injective,
f(O) and f(P) have the same external action signature. Using Lemma 15 we see that
fbeh(f(0)) C fbeh(f(P)). Thus, f(0) satisfies f(P). 0

While we have repeatedly indicated that our hierarchical correctness proofs consist
of a sequence of objects 01,..., 0,, modeling an algorithm at different levels of abstrac-
tion, our proofs typically have more structure than this. In the proof of Sch~nhage's
resource arbiter (in the next chapter), for example, we actually construct for each level
of abstraction an automaton A. describing the algorithm at the appropriate level of
abstraction. This automaton describes as much of the algorithm as can be described
by its static nature. In particular, the automaton A. encodes all safety conditions re-
quired. If liveness conditions are required, we construct an execution module E of A.
with those executions of A, satisfying the desired liveness conditions. The objects O
referred to above are actually the execution modules E. We note, however, that the
execution module E, at the lowest level of abstraction typically consists of the fair
executions of A,. Thus, at the lowest level of abstraction the protocol is completely
described by an automaton, and we could use the object A,, in place of the execution
module E. in the correctness proof. Since automata and execution modules are the
types of objects most frequently used in correctness proofs, in the remainder of this
section we give techniques for proving the satisfaction of one automaton or execution
module by another.

2.3.1 Automaton Satisfaction

We now describe one method for proving that an automaton A satisfies an automa-
ton B. This method makes use of the notion of a possibilities mapping, a corre-
spondence between the states of the two automata that can be used to prove that A
satisfies B.

Suppose A and B are automata with the same external action signature, and sup-
pose h is a mapping from atates(A) to the power set of .tates(B). The mapping h is
said to be a posibilitiee mapping from A to B if the following conditions hold:

1. For every start state a of A, there is a start state b of B such that b E h'a).

2. For every reachable state a of A, every step (a, 1, a') of A, and every reachable
state b E h(a) of B:

(a) If ir E acta(B), then there is a step (b, r,b) of B such that Y E h(a).

(b) If 7r 0 act.(B), then b E h(a').

If a is a state of A, then a state b E h(a) of B is referred to as a posaibiity for a.
Informally, b is an abstract state corresponding to the less abstract state a. The fact
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that h maps a to a set of possibilities allows for the chance that many abstract states
may correspond to the single concrete state a. The first condition of a possibilities
mapping says that every start state of A has as one of its possibilities a start state
of B. The second condition says that steps A and B preserve possibilities: If b is a
possibility for a, then for every step (a, r, a') of A either b is also a possibility for a',
or there is a step (b, jr, Y') of B with the property that Y is a possibility for a. This

Ndefinition generalizes the definition of a possibilities mapping used in the context of
Event-State Algebras in [Lyn83]. It is also reminiscent of the notion of bisimulation
from CCS presented in (Mil80. Roughly speaking, a possibilities mapping from A
to B is a mapping from the states of A to the states of B with the property that if a
corresponds to b, and if A can make a transition via the action r from a to a, then B
can make a transition via the action v from b to a state ' corresponding to a!. Milner's
notion of bisimulation is essentially a pair of possibilities mappings, one from A to B
and another from B to A.

We now show how to use a possibilities mapping to prove that A satisfies B. Our
first step is to show how such a mapping relates the executions of A to the executions
of B. Given two finite executions z and y of A and B, respectively, we say that y
finitely corresponds to x under h if ached(y) = eched(z) B and the final state of y is a
possibility for the final state of x. In general, if z and y are two executions of A and B,

we say that y corresponlds to z under h if for every finite prefix z, = aowial ... aj of z
there is a finite prefix yj of y finitely corresponding to z, under h such that y is the limit
of the y. Informally, the executions z and y model the same computation at different

levels of abstraction. Our next result shows that by inductively constructing the y, it
is always possible to construct such an execution y.

Lemma 28: Let h be a possibilities mapping from A to B. If z is an execution of A,
then there is an execution y of B corresponding to z under h.

Proof: Let z = ao w1a .... For each i > 0, let z = aorlal.., a. We construct the
finitely corresponding yj inductively, and take y to be the limit of the yS. Since ao is
a start state of A, the set h(ao) must contain a start state of B, and hence it is easy
to choose an execution yo finitely corresponding to z0 under h. Suppose V,- finitely
corresponds to x-j under h, and let us construct yi. First, ao-1 is a reachable state
of A, and (aj_ ,r, ai) is a step of A. Second, the final state b of y_ is a reachable state
of B in h(ai_.). If iri E acts(B), then by the definition of h there is a state Y in h(a)
such that (b,wr,Y) is a step of B. If yj = y,..IirVY, then the final state of yj is in h(a,)
and sched(z,)IB = sched(yi). If r, V acte(B), then from the definition of h we see that
b E h(a,). If ys = yi-1, then the final state of yj is in h(aj) and 8ched(zi)IB = sched(y,).
In either case, yj finitely corresponds to x1 under h. 3

Since each pair of prefixes z and y, satisfies the condition sched (xi)IB = sched(y,),
it is easy to see that the executions z and y do so as well.
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Lemma 2g: Let h be a possibilities mapping from A to B. If the execution y of B
corresponds to the execution z of A under h, then sched(z)IB = sched(y).

Proof: Suppose that seched(z)IB 9 .ched(y). Since z and y are the limits of finitely cor-
responding prefixes z, and y., respectively, there must be an i such that sched(z)jB #
eched(% ). However, since yj finitely corresponds to z, under h, this is impossible. Thus,
0chd(z)IB = sched(y). 0

Having established a correspondence between the executions of A and B, we show
with the following result how this correspondence can be used to show that A satisfies B.
We say that one equivalence relation is a contained in a second if every clus of the first
is contained in a class of the second.

Lemma 30: Let A and B be automata such that part(B) is contained in part(A).
Let h be a possibilities mapping from A to B. Suppose the following condition holds
for all reachable states a of A and for all classes C and D of part(A) and part(B),
respectively, such that C D D: If an action of D is enabled from a reachable state
of h(a), then an action of D is enabled from a and no action of C - D is enabled
from a.

Proof: Since h is a possibilities mapping from A to B, both automata have the same
external action signature. We need only show that fbeh(A) C feh(B). Let z be a fair
execution of A, and let y be an execution of B corresponding to z under h. We claim
that y is a fair execution of B. Since ached(z)IB = .ched(y) and ezt(A) = ezt(B), we
will have that ached(z)Iezt(A) = ched(y)Iezt(B), and hence that fbeh(A) 9 fbeh(B).

' *For each i > 0, let x, be the prefix a01rla ... aj of z, and let yi be the prefix of y finitely
corresponding to z, under h.

Suppose y, is finite. Suppose there is a class D of B such that an action of D is
enabled from the final state of y. Since y is finite, y = y' for some i. Since an action
of D is enabled in B from a reachable state in h(a,) for all j i (namely, the final state
of y), for all j ! i an action from D is enabled in A from a,, and no action from C - D
is enabled in A from a3 . If z is finite, then an action of C is enabled from the final state

* of z. If z is infinite, then from every state a (j -_ i) an action of C is enabled and yet
no action of C is performed (or it would appear in y). In either case, this contradicts

*our initial assumption thrA z is a fair execution, so y must be a fair execution of B.

Conversely, suppose y is infinite. Suppose there is a class D such that an action
from D is enabled from all but finitely many states appearing in I. It follows that for
all but finitely many i, an action of D is enabled from a reachable state of h(aj) in B.

Therefore, for all but finitely many i, there is an action of D enabled from aj in A, and
no action from C - D enabled from aj. Since z is a fair execution of A, there must be
infinitely many actions from D appearing in z, and hence in y. Therefore, y must be
a fair execution of B. C
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We remark that the requirement that part (B) be contained in part (A) is not un-
reasonable when B models an algorithm at a higher level of abstraction than A. The
restriction implies that the actions of B are a subset of the actions of A. Since A and B
have the same external action signature (h is a possibilities mapping from A to B),
this implies that some low-level internal actions of A may not be internal actions of B.
Even when this requirement is not met, however, the correspondence between states
established by a possibilities mapping is still a useful correspondence when reasoning
about the behavior of the automaton. For example, in Section 2.3.2 we will see how
this correspondence can be used to verify that one execution module (of an automaton)
satisfies a second.

Our final result concerning possibilities mappings shows that possibilities mappings
have a very nice local behavior: Given two automata A = r1, A. and B = Il, B, together
with a possibilities mapping from A. to B, for every ,, these possibilities mappings
induce a possibilities mapping from A to B.

Lemma 31: Suppose for all i E I that h4 is a possibilities mapping from A. to B,, and
that acta(A.) _ acts(B,). Let A = nI A. and B = ]l, B,. If h is the mapping from
.tatea(A) to the power set of tate.(B) defined by h(a) = {b : bIB, E h,(aA.)}, then h
is a possibilities mapping from A to B.

Proof: As a result of Corollary 8, the external action signature of a composition is the
composition of the external action signatures of its components. Since the Ai and B,
have the same external action signatures, A and B must also have the same external
action signature. Thus, we need only check that conditions 1 and 2 of a possibilities
mapping hold. For the first condition, for every a E start (A.) there is a b. E states(B)
such that b4 E hi(ai). Thus, for every a E start(A) there is a b E Start (B) such that
b E h(a). For the second condition, suppose that a is a reachable state of A, (a, r, a')
is a step of A, and b E h(a) is a reachable state of B. Let aj = alAi, a= a'1A, and
b. = bIB, for every i E I. Notice that, since a and b are reachable states of A and B,
a, and 64 must be reachable states of A. and Bi.

Suppose that r E acts(B). We must construct a step (b, rb) of B with V E h(a').
Suppose 7r E acts(B,). Then 7r E acts(A,), so (ai,,r,a!) must be a step of A.. Since h,
is a possibilities mapping from A. to Bi, there is a step (b,r,l4) of B, with 14 E h(a).
Suppose 7r j act.(B,). If w E act.(Ai), then (a,7,a ) is a step of Ai, and 6 E h.(a')
by definition of h,. If x i acta(A,), then a, = a:, and so 64 E h, (ai) = h(ad). In either
case, let Y, =6. It follows that (N, 7r, ,) is a step of Bi if 7r E acts(B,), and that b. =1
if ir 5 acts(B,). Ifb is the state of B such that Y4 = IVIB, for all i, then (b, r,b') is a
step of B. Furthermore, Y E h(a') as desired.

Suppose that 7 i acts(B). Then r V acta(B,) for all i. As above, b. E h, (a ) for
all i, and so b E h(a') as desired. Thus, h is a possibilities mapping from A to B. E
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2.3.2 Execution Module Satisfaction

As previously mentioned, when constructing the correctness proof of an algorithm, we
first construct automata A,..., A. describing the algorithm at several levels of ab-
straction. If the algorithm is required to satisfy certain liveness conditions, we also
construct execution module. E, of A, describing these livensm conditions. The remain-
der of the correctness proof consists of proving that each E, satisfies E- 1 . We now
show how possibilities mappings can be used to prove that certain execution modules
satisfy other execution modules.

We remark that one correctness condition common to many system specifications

is a condition of the form "if condition P holds, then eventually condition Q holds.'
Lamport denotes this temporal logic statement O(P D 0Q) by P --- Q in [Lam77],
read "P leads to Q." Given an automaton A, a set of states S, and a set of actions T, a
simple correctness condition common to specifications in our model (see Chapter 3, for
instance) is the condition "if the current state of A is contained in 5, then eventually
an action of T will be performed.* With Lamport's notation in mind, we denote this
condition by S '-. T. Given two execution modules E and F satisfying a collection of
such conditions, we now show how a possibilities mapping can be used to show that E
satisfies F. We begin with a result relating individual executions.

Lemma 32: Let h be a possibilities mapping from A to B. Let z be an execution

of A, and let y be an execution of B corresponding to z under h.

1. If ysatisfies U cV, and if h(S) C U and T D V, then z satisfies S -- T.

2. If z satisfies S *T, and if S D h-'(U) and T C V, then ysatisfies U - V.

Proof: Let z = a0 1 al..., and let iy= bobi.... For each i E I, let z, = aria ... aj,
and let y, be the prefix of y finitely corresponding to z under h.

Suppose y satisfies U '-- V, and let us show that z satisfies S -- + T. It is enough
to show that if aa E S, then we E T for some I > k. Since y finitely corresponds to zt
under h, we have yl = b1~pbi ... b,. with b. E h(at) for some m. Since at E S and
h(S) C U, we have bm E U. Since y satisfies U -- + V, we have P. E V for some n > m.

Since V C T, for some I > k we have sched(zt)IB = sched(y.) where sched(ze)jB and
sched(y.) both end with s,,. Therefore, for some t > k we have ire = , E T, s

desired.

Conversely, suppose z satisfies S --+ T, and let us show that U -- I V is satisfied by yi.
It is enough to show that if bi, EU, then V E V for some t > k. Since y. = bo0t ... b,

IThe statement S - T is essentially a statement in temporal logic, as is 1(P 0 Q). The fact that
executionA are sequences of states and actions, instead of simply infinite sequences of states, means the
standard model for temporal logic must be slightly modified if the condition S -- T is to be expressed
in temporal logic. 
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finitely corresponds to z. = aor, ... ,. for some m, we have b, E h(a.). Since b, E U
and h-'(U) g S, we have a. E S. Since z satisfies S -- # T, for some n > m we have
r. E T. Since sched(z.)IB = sched(y,.) and T C V C acts(B), we se that the final
action of . is w,.. If V. = bo0 ... vtbi, then ve = w E V for some I > k as desired. 0

With this result, we ae now able to give the following sufficient condition for the
satisfaction of one execution module by another.

Lemma 33: Let h be a possibilities mapping from A to B. Let E be the execution
module of A with the executions of A satisfying the conditions S '-- T for every
i E I, and let F be the execution module of B with the executions of B satisfying the
conditions U, --. V, for every i E I. If for every i E I we have that S, _ h-'(U) and
T, C V,, then E satisfies F.

Proof: Since h is a possibilities mapping from A to B, these automata (and hence
the execution modules E and F) have the same external action signature. Let z be an

*execution of E, and let y be an execution of B corresponding to z under h. Since z
satisfies 5, -- T, for every i, Lemma 32 implies that y satisfies U -- V for every i. It
follows that y is an execution of F. Therefore, fbeh(E) _ fbeh(F), and E satisfies F.

'-'I 0

We conclude with a simple result relating conditions of the form S '-. T satisfied

by executions of a composition f automata to conditions of the form S'-. T satisfied
by executions of an individuai component.

Lemma 34: Let A = Hide (fl, A.). Let S C state(A), and let 5 = {aA, : a E S}.

If z is an execution of A, then z satisfies the S - T iff zjA, satisfies 5 --* T.

-.
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Chapter 3

An Example

As an example of the hierarchical organization of correctness proofs proposed in the
preceding chapter, in this chapter we prove the correctness of Sch6nhage's distributed
resource allocation algorithm described in the introduction. The problem is to design
an arbiter allocating a resource among a collection of users that guarantees the mutual
ezclusion condition that at most one user is using the resource at any given time;
and the no lockout condition that if users holding the resource eventually return the
resource, then the arbiter will eventually satisfy every requesting user. The distributed
system in which this arbiter is to be used is completely asynchronous: processor speeds
may be independent; messages may take an arbitrary, finite amount of time to be
delivered; and messages may be delivered in any order.

The arbiter itself is described in parallel with the proof of its correctness. We begin
with a high-level model serving as a simple specification of the problem the arbiter is
to solve. We then give a graph-theoretic description of the algorithm's global behavior.
Finally, the arbiter is distributed and described in terms of a low-level protocol to be
followed by the processors comprising the arbiter. We show that this low-level model
solves the high-level problem specification, and hence that the given protocol is a correct
solution to the arbiter's problem specification.

3.1 The Automaton A,

Our high-level model of the arbiter, the automaton A,, is a very simple specification
of the arbiter's correctness conditions. We refer to the arbiter itself as a, and to the
users of the arbiter as ul,..., u..

'In general, we will denote entities associated with the arbiter by the letter a, and entities associated

with the users by letter u. Letters near the end of the alphabet such as v and w will be used to denote
entities ssociated with either the arbiter or the users.
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Iaput Actions.

eects:
requeste - rqusters U (W)

effects:
if .ku = then

e1r4-

Output Actions:
-ft(')

preconditions:
u E requesters
AUodr = a

effects:
requesters *- reue.sters - (u)
Ash er .-

Figure 3.1: The actions of A,.
..

3.1.1 The States of Al

A state of A, consists of a set requters C (ul,... , u.} of requesting processes, together
with a value holder E {ul,..., ,, a) indicating the entity currently holding the resource
(either a user or the arbiter itself). The start state of A, is the state in which the set
requesters of requesting users is empty, and the initial holder is the arbiter a itself. We
note that all states of A, are reachable, as iill become clear when the actions of A,
have been introduced.

3.1.2 The Actions of Al

The actions of A, are given in Figure 3.1. We specify the transition relation of an
automaton by giving for each action a list of preconditions and effects. An action is
enabled from any state a satisfying the action's preconditions, and the action takes a
to the state t if t can be obtained by modifying. as indicated by the action's effects.
Since input actions are enabled from every state, we omit the preconditions of input
actions.

The input actions of A, are of the form requst (u) and return(u), where u is a user.
The action request (u) simply places the user u in the set requesters of requesting users.
Since automata are input-enabled, a user is able to request the resource at any time,
even when it is currently holding the resource. The effect of a user's requesting the
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resource while holding the resource is that the request is recorded for later use (later
servicing of the user). The action return(u) returns the resource to the arbiter by
making the arbiter the new holder of the resource. Notice that if a (faulty) user tries
to return the resource when it does not actually hold it, the arbiter simply ignores the
"return." The automaton A, has no internal actions. The output actions of A, are of
the form grant(u), where u is again a user. The arbiter grants the resource to u with

.A. the action grant(u), which removes u from the set of requesting users and makes u
the new holder of the resource. Notice that the arbiter grants the resource onlI when
the arbiter actually holds the resource. Consequently, at most one user is using the
resource at any time.

3.1.3 The Execution Module E1

While the executions of A, satisfy the mutual exclusion condition that at most one user
is using the resource at any given time, we must still ensure the no lockout condition
is satisfied by the arbiter: If users using the resource eventually return the resource to
the arbiter, then the arbiter eventually satisfies every request for the resource. Let u
be a user node, and let us define the following sets of states and actions.2

RtnRe0,(u) = ( E t ate(A) : holder = u in a)
RtnReas.(u) = (rcturn(u)}

GrResa (i) = {a E satea(Az) u i E requsaters in a)
GrRc4.(u) = (grant(u)}

The condition
RtnRes, = A RtnRej(u) '-+ RtnResa(u)

U

- says that any user holding the resource will eventually return the resource to the arbiter.
The condition

CRsi = A GrRea, (t) --. GrRee(u)

says that any user requesting the resource will eventually be granted the resource. The
correctness condition

C1 = RtnRes D GrReas
2 We will be defining several correctness conditions for each of the model. we study. We will subscript

these conditions to indicate the level of abstraction with which they are associated. Furthermore, the
sets of states and actions used to construct these conditions will be superscripted with the letters s or a,
respectively.
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Figure 3.2: One state of the arbiter modeled by A2 .

says that if users holding the resource always return the resource, then users requesting
the resource will always be granted the resource. This is precisely the no lockout
condition we require the arbiter to satisfy. We denote by E, the execution module
of A, with the executions of A, satisfying the condition C1. The execution module El
serves as the specification of the arbiter.

3.2 The Automaton A 2

Our next model reveals the distributed structure of the arbiter, but still at a high level
of abstraction, a level at which one might describe the algorithm at the blackboard. In
this model, illustrated in Figure 3.2, the arbiter and its environment are modeled by
a connected, acyclic graph G. The leaves of G are user nodes representing the users,
labeled ul,... ,u.. The arbiter itself consists of the remaining arbiter nodes, labeled
al,...,o,,. The (directed) edge of G from the node v to w is denoted by (v,w). An
edge (v, w) is said to point toward a node z if (v, w) is an edge in the path from v to z.
Arrows are placed on edges of the graph to indicate either a request for the resource
or the granting of the resource. In general, the resource is considered to be held by a
node at the head of a grant arrow. Such a node is called a root of the graph. A user u
requests the resource by placing a request arrow on the edge (u, a) from itself to the
adjacent arbiter node a. The arbiter grants the resource to u by removing this arrow
and placing a grant arrow on (a, u). The user then returns the resource by moving the

grant arrow from the edge (a, u) to the edge (u,a). The arbiter itself, however, is an
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acyclic graph of arbiter nodes. When the head of a request arrow is placed at an arbiter
node a, the arbiter node's response depends on whether it is holding the resource. If
the arbiter node a holds the resource, then it must be at the head of a grant arrow,
and so there must be a grant arrow on some edge (v, a). The arbiter selects the first
node w in some fixed ordering of its adjacent nodes having a request arrow on (w, a).
The arbiter then grants the resource to this node by removing the request arrow and
moving the grant arrow to the edge (a, w). In this case we say that the resource has
been forwarded by a to w. If the arbiter node a does not hold the resource, then the
arbiter forwards the request in the direction of a node holding the resource by placing a
request on the edge pointing toward a root. The work in this section holds for arbitrary
connected, acyclic graphs. When we consider the model A3 in the following section,
however, we will restrict our attention to graphs with a particular structure.

3.2.1 The States of A 2

In order to refer conveniently to the arrows on an edge of the graph, we associate with
each edge (v,w) an arrotw set, arrows(v,w), containing all of the arrows on the edge
(v,w). A state of A2 therefoze consists of one arrow set, arrowsu(v,w), for every edge

* (v, w) of the graph G. The start states of A2 are taken from the set of states in which a
*single arrow set arrows (v, a) contains only a grant arrow, and all other arrow sets are

empty, where a is an arbiter node of the graph G. In such a state, the arbiter holds
the resource and no requests for the resource are pending. We will soon restrict our
attention to a particular set of such start states in the next section, but the work of

* this section is independent of the particular set chosen. We note that some states of A2

are unreachable. For technical convenience, we remove these states from A2 so that all
states of A2 are reachable.

. 3.2.2 The Actions of A2

Fix for each node of G an (arbitrary) ordering of its adjacent nodes. Let (v, w) denote
the set of nodes properly between the nodes v and w in this ordering, and let (v, w]
denote the set nodes properly between v and w together with the node w. The actions
of A2 are given in Figure 3.3. The input actions are of the form request (u, a) and
grant (u, a), and the output actions are of the form grant(a, u), where u is a user node
and a is an adjacent arbiter node. The internal actions are of the form request (a, u)
where u is a user node and a is an adjacent arbiter node; and of the form request (a, a')
and grant (a, a') where a and a' are adjacent arbiter nodes. As in the previous model,
users may request or grant the ticket at any time, but grants by users not actually
holding the ticket are effectively ignored. Note we have added internal actions with
which the arbiter may request that the user return the resource. The arbiter had no
such ability in the previous model. These actions have been added for the sake of
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Input Actions:
r.qrset(u, 4)

effects:
arros(u, a) - rrov(u, a) u {requst)

gvem*(i, -)

effects:
if grant e 4rrowe(a, u) then

a-ow.(o, u) .- arro-(, u) - (req et)
rro...(a, u) .- .row-(a, u) - {(rest)

.reow.(u, a) .- rrow.(u, a) u (grat)
Internal and Output Actions:

requst(a, v)
preconditions:

reqesut E arrouw(w, a) for some w
(a, v) points toward a root
request i srrows(a, v)

effects:
*. .rrowe(a, v) - arrows(a, v) U {reueet}

IR. grant(a, v)
preconditions:

requst E srrows(v, a)
grant E arroso(w, a) for some W
req.et 9 .rrow(y, a) for V E (w, v)

effects:
arrowe(v, a) -- srruw(u, a) - {req t)
gr-ow(w, a) .- srro.(v, a) - {gra.t}
arromw(a, v) - .rro (a, v) U (treat)

Figure 3.3: The actions of A3.
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symmetry. Having been added as internal actions, they have no effect on the arbiter's
interface with its users.

The next few results state certain invariants that hold during executions of A2. The
first guarantees that every state contains at most one root, and hence that at most one
user is using the resource at any time.

Lemma 35: If . is a state of A,, there is exactly one root in a.

Proof: In every start states of A2, precisely one arrow set contains a grant arrow.
* Furthermore, every action that adds a grant arrow to an arrow set also removes a

grant arrow from an arrow set. The result follows by a simple inductive argument,
since all states of A2 are reachable. 0

The second invariant states that every request arrow placed on the graph by the
arbiter points toward the root of the graph. In other words, the arbiter correctly
forwards requests in the direction of the resource.

Lemma 36: Let a be a state of A2, and let a be an arbiter node of G. If arrows (a, v)
contains a request arrow, then (a, v) points toward the root of G.

Proof: No arrow set of any start state contains a request arrow, so the start states of A,
certainly satisfy the hypothesis. Suppose a is a state of A, satisfying the hypothesis,
and suppose that a -r t is a step of A2. We claim that t satisfes the hypothesis as well.
Suppose i is of the form request (z, y). Notice that r does not modify the position of
the grant arrow, and that ir adds a request arrow to arrows (a, v) only if (a, v) points
toward the root in a, and hence in t. It follows that t must satisfy the hypothesis.
Suppose i" = grant (v, a). In this case, w removes any request arrow from arrows (a, v),
and so t must satisfy the hypothesis. Finally, suppose i = grant (z,y) # grant (v, a).
Since i does not add or remove a reques arrow from arrows (a, v), if the set arrows (a, v)
contains a request arrow in t, the same is true in a. The fact that w is enabled from a
implies that z is the root in a. The hypothesis implies that the edge (a, v) must point
toward the root z in s. Since r forwards the resource from z to y (and since y # a) the
edge (a, v) must point toward the root y in t. Therefore, t must satisfy the hypothesis.
The lemma now follows by a simple inductive argument, since all states of A, are
reachable. C

3.2.3 The Execution Module E2

To ensure that the arbiter satisfies all user requests, it is obviously important that the
[-: internal arbiter nodes forward all requests in the direction of the root, and that arbiter

nodes holding the resource eventually grant the resource to adjacent requesting nodes.
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Let a be an arbiter node adjacent to nodes v and w, and let us define the following sets
of states and actions.

FwdR.2(&,v) = {(a E states(A2) :request E arrow (w, a) for some w,
(a, v) points toward the root, and
request io arrow(a, v) in a)

FwdWq(av) = {grand(va),requA(av)}

FwdGr*,(a,v,ui) = (a E .tates(Aa) :request E arrow (v,a) and
0grant E arrow(, a) in a)

FvdGr(avw) = {grant(ay):yE(wvj}

The first arbiter correctness condition

Fwd'uq, = AFwdeq(a,v) --+ FwdReq(a,v),
4.

illustrated at the top of Figure 3.4, states that if an arbiter node a in at the head of
a request arrow and has not forwarded the request in the direction of the root, then
either a becomes the root (possibly because v is a user node, and v has placed a grant
arrow on (v, a)), or a eventually forwards the request in the direction of the root. The
second arbiter correctness condition

FwdGr = A FwdGr*2(a, v, w) --* FwdGr*2(a, v, w),
4,.0.

illustrated at the bottom of Figure 3.4, states that if an arbiter node a is a root at
the head of a request arrow, then it eventually forwards the resource to an adjacent
requesting node. The correctness condition

C3 = FwtdReq A FwdGr

ensures that arbiter nodes always forward requests in the direction of the root; and
that arbiter nodes holding the resource always grant it to adjacent requesting nodes.
We let E2 be the execution module of A2 with the executions of As satisfying the
condition C,.

While Lemma 35 states that at most one user is using the resource at any given
time, and while condition C3 ensures that arbiter nodes holding the resource always

*grant the resource to requesting nodes, we have not yet shown that the arbiter always
satisfies user requests. As before, this requires cooperation on the part of the users.
Let u be a user node adjacent to the arbiter node a, and let us define the following sets
of states and actions.

RtnRes4(u) ={s E states (A2) :grant E arrows(a, u) in s)
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- /request
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The correctness condition FwdReq2.
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The correctness condition FwdGr2 .

Figure 3.4: Arbiter correctness conditions.
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RtnR.4(u) = {grsnt(u,a)}

Gur&4(u) = (a E .tate.(A,) : request E arrows (u,a) in a)

GrP.4(u) = {gront(au)}

The condition
RtnReft= ARtnRe4(u) -o RtnRe4(u)

says user nodes holding the resource always return the resource, and the condition

GrRe, = A GRes;(u) -- GrRe.(u)

says the arbiter eventually satisfies requesting users. The condition RtnReft D GrReft
says that if users return the resource, then the arbiter satisfies all requests. We now
show that every execution of E2 satisfies the condition RtnRe. D GrRe.,. First,
however, we prove the following result, the inductive statement in the argument that
E3 satisfies the condition RtnRes D GrRe.

. Lemma 37: Let a be a state of A3 having a request arrow in arrow (v,w ). Let z be
an execution fragment of A, from s satisfying the condition C3 A RtnRe.,. Then the
action grant(w,v) must appear in z.

Proof: If the graph G is viewed as a tree rooted at v, then w can be viewed as the
root of a subtree of v. We proceed by induction on the height h of the subtree of v
rooted at w.

Suppose h = 0. In this case, to must be a leaf of G, and therefore to must be a
user node and v an arbiter node. Since v is an arbiter node and arrows (v, to) contains

MJ' a request arrow, Lemma 36 implies the edge (v, to) points toward the root. Therefore,
arrow (v, to) must contain a grant arrow. Since z satisfies RtnReu, the user to must
eventually return the resource to the arbiter, and hence grant(w, V) must appear in z.

Suppose h > 0 and the inductive hypothesis holds for h - 1. We first show that z
can be written as a=' where z is an execution fragment satisfying C2 A RtnRe., in whose
initial state request E arrowsu(v, w) and to is the root (that is, grant E arrots(w', w) for
some node to'). We consider two cases. First, suppose (v, w) does not point toward the
root in a. Since arrows (v, to) contains a request arrow, Lemma 36 implies that v must
be a user node. Since user nodes are leaves, and since (v, to) does not point toward
the root, the root must be at v; that is, arrow(w,v) must contain a grant arrow.
Since z satisfies RtnRes2 , the user v must eventually return the resource to the arbiter,
so grant(v,w) must appear in z. Therefore, z = Ogrant(v,w)x' as desired. Now,
suppose (v, w) does point toward the root. If to itself is the root, then setting z' = z
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we are done, so suppose w is not the root. If for some node w' the set arrows (w, wt')
contains a request arrow, then since the height of the subtree of w rooted at to' must be

" less than h, the inductive hypothesis for h - 1 implies that grant(WO, to) appears in z.
S. Therefore, z = fgrant(we,w)z' as desired. On the other hand, suppose no arrow set

arrows(to, to') contains a request arrow. Note that the fact that h > 0 implies that to
is not a leaf, and hence that to is an arbiter node. Since z satisfies C2 , we see that for
some node w' either grant (WI, W) or request (w, w') appears in z. If grant (w', w) appears
in z, then z = 3grant (WI,W)z' as desired. If request(w, w') appears in z, then a request
arrow is placed in arrows (w, to'), and again the inductive hypothesis for h - I implies
that z = 8 grant (w', w)z' as above.

We now show that if z is an execution fragment satisfying C3 A RtnRes2 in whose
initial state request E arrows(v, w) and grant E arrows (w', w) for some node to', then
grant(to, v) appears in z'. From this it will follow that grant(to, v) appears in z as
well. We proceed by induction on d, the distance from tow ' to v in the ordering of
the nodes adjacent to to in G. Suppose d = 1. Since request E arrows(v, W) and
grant E arrows (W', to), condition C3 implies that grant (to, y) must appear in z' for some
y E (w' , v] = {u}. Thus, grant (w, v) must appeaz in x. Suppose d > 1 and the inductive
hypothesis holds for d - 1. Suppose the inductive hypothesis does not hold for z':
Suppose that grant (to, v) does not appear in z', and hence that request E arrows (v, to)
in every state appearing in z'. As in the case of d = 1, the action grant(w,y) must
appear in z' for some y E (W', v]. If y - v then we are done, so suppose y 6 v. If
arrows (w, y) contains a request, then the inductive hypothesis for h - 1 implies that
grant (W, y) appears in z', and the inductive hypothesis for d-1 implies that grant (w, v)
must also appear in z'. On the other hand, suppose arrows (to, y) does not contain a
request arrow. Condition C2 implies that either grant (y, to) or request (to, y) appears
in z'. If grant (y, w) appears in z', then a grant arrow is placed in arrows(y, w), and the
inductive hypothesis for d - 1 implies that grant (w, v) appears in z'. If request (w, y)

-. appears in z', then a request arrow is placed in arrowse(w, y), and grant(w,v) must
appear in z' as we have seen above.

An immediate corollary of Lemma 37 is the following.

Corollary 38: Every execution of E2 satisfies the condition RtnRes. D GrRes2 .

3.2.4 The Execution Module E-

For the sake of exposition, we have given the actions of A2 names suitable to its level
of abstraction, rather than using names from A,. It is therefore necessary to rename
these actions before showing that E2 solves El. The action mapping f, from A2 to A,
is defined to map
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Srequet (u, a) to request(U)
gravt(ua) to return(u),
grant(a, ) to grant(u),

and all remaining (internal) actions to themselves. We will denote by A2 the automaton
f, (A 2), and in general we will denote by affixing a prime to its name the entity obtained
by renaming its actions according to fl.

3.2.5 The Satisfaction of El by V2

We begin the proof that E, satisfies Et by exhibiting a possibilities mapping from A'2
to A,. The mapping h, maps the state a of A2 to the state t of A, such that

u E requesters in t iff request E arrow (u, a) in a
holder = u in t iff grant E arrows (a, u) in a
holder = a in t iff grant i arrows (a, u) for every user u in s

These conditions ensure that a user is a requesting user in t iff it is in a, and that a
user is holding the resource in t iff it is in a. Since all states of A, are reachable, and
since in all reachable states of A2 there is exactly one root, this mapping takes each
state of A, to a singleton set of states of A,.

Lemma 39: The mapping Jr is a possibilities mapping from A2 to At.

Proof: The automata A and A, clearly have the same external action signature. If a
is a start state of A 2 , then a single arrow set arrows (v, a) contains a grant arrow and all
other arrow sets are empty. In particular, no arrow set arrow# (u, a) contains a request
arrow, and no arrow set arrows (a, u) contains a grant arrow. Therefore, in every state
of hl(a) the set requesters of requesting users is empty, and holder = a. Since this is

contained in hi(s).

Consider the action r = requeat(u) of A,, originally the action request(u,a) of A3.
-.5 . Suppose a and t are reachable states of A2 and A,, respectively, such that t E hi(s).

The action r is an input action of both automata, and hence is enabled from both a
and t. Suppose a -0.' and t - t'. Since r adds a request arrow to arrows (u, a) in a',
and adds u to requesters of requesting users in t', we see that t' E hl(8').

Consider the action 7 = return(u) of A', originally the action return(u, a) of A2 .
Suppose * and t are reachable states of A and A,, respectively, such that t E hi(s).
Again, z is an input action of both automata, and hence is enabled from both a and t.

Suppose -r.a' and t - t'. The definition of h, implies that grant E arrows(a, u) in a
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iff holder = u in t. If both conditions are false, then r has no effect on either & or t,
so t E h1(s) implies t' E hi(s'). Suppose both conditions are true. Notice that u is the
unique root ins. The action ir moves the grant arrow from arrows (a, u) to arrows (u, a)
in a', and 7r sets holder to a in t'. Thus, t' E h1(a').

Consider the action r = grant (u) of A',, originally the action grant (a, u) of A2. Sup-
pose a and t are reachable states of A, and A,, respectively, such that t E h1(s). If r is
enabled from a, then request E arrows (u, a) and grant E arrows (w, a) for some node w.
Since request E arrows (u, a) in a, the set requesters of requesting users contains u in t.
Since a is the unique root in a, holder = a in t. Thus, ir is enabled from t. Suppose
a .W a' and t ..r t'. The action ir removes the request arrow from arrows(u,a) and
moves the grant arrow to arrows(a,U) in a', and ir removes u from the set requesters
of requesting users and sets holder to u in t'. Therefore, t' E h1(s').

Finally, the remaining actions request(a,u), request(a,a'), and grant(a,a') of A3
are not actions of A,. These actions do not affect request arrows in the arrow sets
arrows (u, a) or grant arrows in the arrow sets arrows (a, u). Therefore, suppose a and t
are reachable states of A and A, such that t E hi(s). If a -- s' is a step of A',, then
t E hl(8'). It follows that h, is indeed a possibilities mapping from A' to A,. 0

We can now show that E. satisfies El.

Lenna 40: E satisfies El.

Proof: Let z be an execution of E2, and let y be an execution of A, corresponding
to y under hl. First, we claim that (i) if V satisfies RtnRes8(u) --+ RtnRes8(u), then z
satisfies RtnRes;(u) -- RtnRe82(u)'. Suppose a is a state of RtnRes;(u). Since grant E
arrows(a,u) in a, we see that holder = u in every state of hi(s), and hence that
h1 (RtnRes;(u)) 9 RtnRes'1(u). Since, in addition, RtnRe4 (u) 9 RtnRe4(u)', the claim

. follows by Lemma 32. Second, we claim that (ii) if z satisfies GrRe(u) --* GrRe84(u)',
then y satisfies GrResa(u) '- GrRes8(u). Suppose t E hl(s) is a state of GrRes8(u).
Since u E requesters in t, we see that request E arrows.(u,a) in a, and hence that

ih 1 (GrRes (u)) _ GrRes(u). Since, in addition, GrRe84(u)' : GrRes(u), the claim
"~ follows by Lemma 32. From observations (i) and (ii) it follows that if y satisfies RtnRes1 ,

then z satisfies RtnRes2 ; and that if z satisfies GrRes2 , then y satisfies GrRes1 . Since z
*satisfies RtnRe. D GrRes2 , it follows that y satisfies RtnRes1 D GrRes1 , and hence

that y is an execution of El . Since ached(z)JA = 8ched(y), and since E' and El have
the same external action signature, it follows that fbeh(E') g fbeh(Ez), and hence that
E2 will satisfy El. 0

3.3 The Automaton A3

In the description of the arbiter given by the previous model, the arbiter nodes are
intended to represent processes in a distributed network implementing the arbiter.
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"* Previous models have given global descriptions of the arbiter's behavior. In this model
we actually distribute the arbiter by modeling each process as a separate automaton.
These automata describe the low-level protocol followed by each process in the arbiter's
implementation. Notice that while previous models have acknowledged the asynchrony
of processor step times, they have essentially ignored the asynchrony of the network's
message system by assuming instantaneous message delivery. We now introduce this
asynchrony into the model, modeling the message delivery system as an independent
automaton. By composing the automata modeling arbiter processes with the automa-
ton modeling the message delivery system, we obtain a global model of the arbiter.

n order to model asynchronous message delivery, it is convenient to add to the
graph G an extra arbiter node b.,. , (or b.,,.) between every pair of adjacent arbiter
nodes a and a'. The node b.,., acts as a message buffer between a and a': The node a
sends a message to a' by placing an arrow on the edge (a, b.,.,), and the message system
delivers the message to a' by placing an arrow on the edge (b.,.,, a'). Since they function
as message buffers, we will hereafter refer to the nodes b.,., as buffer nodes. We denote
by 9 the graph obtained from G by the addition of such buffer nodes. Two nodes
(processes) are said to be adjacent in 9 if they are separated by at most a buffer node;
that is, if they are user or arbiter nodes adjacent in the graph G. Since the results of
the previous section hold for arbitrary connected, acyclic graphs, and since g is such a
graph, these results hold for the graph 9. We therefore fix 9r as the graph underlying
the model A2. Furthermore, we fix as the set of start states of A, those start states
in which no buffer node is a root. In such states, the arbiter holds the resource, and
no undelivered messages are pending. We note that with the added structure of 9, we
can prove the following result about buffer nodes during executions of A2.

Lemma 41: Let a and a' be adjacent arbiter nodes, and let a be a state of A,. If
request E arrows(b.,,,a') or grant E arrows (a',b.,.,), then request E arrows (a,b..,).

Proof: The sets arrows(b.,,,a') and arrows(a',b.,.,) do not contain request or grant
arrows, respectively, in any start state of A2, and hence every start state satisfies
the hypothesis. Suppose a is a reachable state of A, satisfying the hypothesis, and
suppose a - t is a step of A2. We claim that t satisfies the hypothesis was well. If

= request (z, y), then ir places a request arrow in arrows (z, Y). The only case we need
consider is the case of (z, V) = (b..,, a'). In this case, ir is enabled only if (b.,.,, a')
points toward the root, and there is a request in arrows (v, b.,.,) for some v. If v = a',
then Lemma 36 implies that the edge (a', b.,.,) also points toward the root. Since
Lemma 35 states that there is only one root, this is clearly impossible. Therefore,
we must have v = a, and hence that t satisfies the hypothesis. If w = grant (X,y),
then i places a grant arrow in arrows(X,y). The only case we need consider is the
case of 'Zx,, a',b4 ,o0). In this case, w is enabled only if there is a request arrow in
arrows(b.,.,,a') in s. By hypothesis, there must be a request arrow in arrows(a,b..,)
in s, and hence in t. Therefore, t must satisfy the hypothesis. The lemma follows by a
simple inductive argument.
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Note that we do not model any message asynchrony between users and the arbiter: User
nodes are to be interpreted as ports to the arbiter through which the users communicate
with the arbiter, and not the user processes themselves. If the arbiter is to be used in
a larger system, then the responsibility of modeling the message delivery between the
arbiter and the rest of the system falls on the model of the larger system's message

.', delivery.

The previous models have given some indication of the behavior required of arbiter

processes. In the first place, arbiter processes must always forward a request for the
resource in the direction of the resource. Since the network is acyclic, the process is
able to determine the direction of the resource by remembering the direction in which it
last forwarded the resource. Furthermore, arbiter processes holding the resource must
forward the resource to a requesting process. In particular, if arbiter process a receives
the resource from process v, then a must grant the resource to the first requesting
process after v in a fixed ordering of its neighbors. Therefore, the state of an arbiter
process is determined by a set of processes from which it has received a request, the
link over which the resource was last sent, whether or not the process is holding the
resource, and whether or not a request has been forwarded in the direction of the
resource. For each arbiter process a (each arbiter node of the graph G), we construct
an automaton A. modeling the process a.

The behavior required of the message system is very simple. The system must be
able to accept messages for delivery, and ensure that every message sent is eventually
delivered. The state of the message system is simply a collection of undelivered mes-
sages, together with their destinations. We construct an automaton M to model the
asynchronous message communication system.

3.3.1 The States of A. and M

As mentioned above, a state of A. is determined by a set requesting of requesting
processes adjacent to a, a variable ladforward indicating the adjacent process to which a
last forwarded the resource, a binary flag holding indicating whether or not a is holding
the resource, and a binary flag requested indicated whether or not a has requested the
resource since last holding the resource. To define the start state of A., we designate
one of the arbiter processes and the initial holder of the resource. The start state of A.
is a state in which the set requesting of requesting processes is empty; the variable
lastorward is set to the process adjacent to a on the path from a to the process
currently holding the resource, or to any adjacent process if a is the initial holder; the
flag holding is set depending on whether a is the initial holder; and the flag requested
is set to false. Notice that there are several possible initial states for the initial holder
since lastlorward may be set to any of its adjacent processes, but that the initial state
of the remaining processes is unique.
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As indicated above, the state of M is determined by a set meuagee of messages
to deliver (either request or grant messages) together with the identity of the sender
and receiver of the message. More formally, messagee is a set of triples of the form
(v, w, request) or (v, w, grant) denoting messages to be delivered from v to w. The initial
state of M is the state in which messagee is empty, the state in which no messages are
undelivered.

3.3.2 The Actions of A. and M

The actions of A. are given in Figure 3.5. The input actions are those actions of the
form receiverequest(v, a) and receivegrant (v, a), and the output actions are of the form
sendrequeet(a,v) and eendgrant(a,v), where v is a node (process) adjacent to a in the
graph 9. These actions behave just as described above. There are no internal actions
of A..

The actions of M are given in Figure 3.6. The input actions are those actions of
the form aendrequest (a, a') and sendgrant (a, a'), and the output actions are of the form
receive request(a, a') and reecivegrant (a,a'), where a and a' are adjacent arbiter nodes
of 9r. These actions accept messages to be delivered by placing them in the message
buffer mesages, and deliver them by removing them from the buffer. There are no
internal actions of M.

3.3.3 The Automaton A3

The composition of the automata A. modeling the arbiter processes together with
the automaton M modeling the message system yields a global model of the arbiter.
However, we must hide actions that are inherently internal to the arbiter. Therefore,
we define the automaton A3 to be the composition of the automata A. together with
the automaton M, after hiding all output actions of the composition except those of the

form sendgrant (a, u) (where a and u are adjacent arbiter and user nodes, respectively).

3.3.4 The Execution Module E3

-" As mentioned in the introduction to this model, an arbiter process a is required to

forward all requests, and to grant the resource to a requesting process if the arbiter
process holds the resource. Let v and w be two nodes adjacent to the arbiter node a,

and let us define the following sets of states and actions.
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Input Actions:
receiverequesA, a)

effects:
requesting -- requesting U (v)

receivegtrnt(v, a)
effects:

if holding = false and lastforward v i then
holding .- true
requested .-- flae

Output Actions:
sendrequest(a, V)

preconditions:
requesting 0
requested = false
holding = false
lastforward = v

effects:
requested 4- true

sendgrant(a, v)
preconditions:

v E requesting
holding = true

lastfortuerd = w
1~4~ y requesting for all V E (wv, v)

effects:
requesting +- requesting - (v}

lastorward =
holding -- fele

Figure 3.5: The Actions of Ao.

5,-
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Input Actions:
aendrequest (a, a)

effects:
messages -- messages U {(a, a', request)}

. ,endgrant (a, a')
effects:

messagee - messages U {(a, a', grant)}

Output Actions:
recesverequest (a, a')

preconditions:
(a, a, request) E meScag'e

effects:

me ages +- m988ogee - {(a, a', requ t)}
5' ",reeeivegrant (a, a')

preconditions:
(a, a', grant) E messages

effects:
me ages - messages - {(a, a', grant)}

Figure 3.6: The actions of M.
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FwdReq'(v) = {s E stata(A.) requesting 4 0,
requested = false,
holding = false, and
lastforword = v in s}

FwdReq:(v) = {reeivegrant (v, a), sendrequest (a, v) }

FwdGr:(v,w) = {s E .tates(A.) :v E requesting
holding = true, and
lastforwaord =w in a)

FwdGr:(v,w) = {sendgrant(a,y) E (w,v]}

The condition
FwdReq. = A FwdReq (v) -- FwdReq:(v)

says that the arbiter process a having received a request and not holding the resource
will either forward a request for the resource or receive the resource (without having
requested it, perhaps from a user). The condition

FwdGro = A FwdGr:(v) -* FwdGr:(v)

says that the arbiter process a holding the resource and having received a request will
eventually forward the resource to a requesting process. The condition

C. = FwdReq. A FwdGr.

is the desired correctness condition for the arbiter process a. We note the following.

Lemma 42: Every fair execution of A. satisfies C..

Proof: Let a be a state of FwdReq:(v) and let z be an execution fragment of A. from a.
If neither recelvegrant (v, a) nor sendrequet (a, v) appear in z, then sendrequest(a, v) is
enabled from every state appearing in z. Therefore, every fair execution of A. satisfies
FwdReq.. Similarly, let a be a state of FwdGr (v, w) and let z be an execution fragment
of A. from a. If no action of FwdGr:(v, w) appears in z, then again an action from this
set is enabled from every state appearing in z. Therefore, every fair execution of A.
satisfies FwdGr.. It follows that every fair execution of A. satisfies C..

We let the execution module E. = Fair(A.). Recall that an object 0 solves (the
problem specified by) an object 0' only if it is implementable. Since E. is part of our
solution to the arbiter's pro' '-m specification, it is necessary to show that E. (as well as
every other execution module defined at this low level of abstraction) is implementable.

Lemma 43: E. is implementable.
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We must also require that the message system deliver all messages sent. Let a
and a' be two adjacent arbiter processes, and let us define the following sets of states
and actions.

DelRe(a,aw) = (a.E states (M) : (a, a', reque.t) E mesage* in a}
4 DcLRe44a, a') = {receiverequest(a, a')}

J

DdGrm,(a,') = {a E stotes(M) : (a, a', grant) E meages in s)
DeLGr0(aa') = (receivegrant(a,.'))

If we let
DeLReq, = A DelRee(a, a') '-p DelReq,(aa')

and
DelGrj = A DelGroW(aa') -. DelGr (aa'),

4,61

then the condition
CM = DelReqW A DelGrj

says that messages sent are always delivered. We denote by EM the execution module
of M with the executions satisfying CM.

Lemma 44: EM is implementable.

Proof: It is easy to construct an automaton M with the action signature of EM whose
fair executions are executions of EM: The automaton M' keeps messages to be delivered
in a FIFO buffer, and delivers them in the order in which they are received for delivery.

Finally, we define E3 to be the composition of the execution modules E. and Em
after hiding the internal actions of A3. As a result of Lemma 26, we have the following.

Lemma 45: E3 is implementable.

3.3.5 The Execution Module E3

As with the execution module E2 , it is necessary to rename the actions of E3 to be
consistent with the names of E2 . As mentioned when we defined the buffer nodes b0 .,,
the arbiter node a sends a message to the arbiter node a' by placing an arrow on the
edge (a, b...,) between a and the buffer node b.,.., and the message system delivers the
message by placing an arrow on the edge (b.,.,, a') between the buffer node and a'. An
arbiter node and user node communicate by placing an arrow on the edge between
them. Therefore, if a is an arbiter node and a' and u are arbiter and user nodes,
respectively, adjacent to a in 9, we define the action mapping f2 to map
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receiverequest(u, a) to request (u, a)receivegrant (u, a) to grant (u, a);
sendrequest (a, u) to request (a, u)

sendgrant (a, u) to grant (a, u)

receive request(a', a) to request (b.,,., a)
receivegrant (a', a) to grant (b.,,., a)
sendrequest (a, a') to request (a, b.,.,)

aendgrant (a,a') to grant (a,b.,.,)

We will denote by A' the automaton f,(A3), and in general we will denote by affixing
a prime to its name the entity obtained by renaming its actions according to f2. ]
3.3.6 The Solution of E2 by E3 i

We begin the proof that E3 satisfies E2 by exhibiting a possibilities mapping from A,.
to A3. In order to define this mapping, it will be necessary to refer to state variables
from each of the components of A'. While the name of the state variable messagee
of M' is unique to .W, the remaining components share variable names. In order to
avoid ambiguity, we will indicate the component to which a state variable belongs by
subscripting the variable with an appropriate identifier. For example, the set requesting
of requesting processes in A. will be denoted by requesting.. The mapping h2 maps
the state a of A3 to the set of states t of A3 satisfying the following conditions:

U1 request E arrows (u, a) iff u E requesting.
U2 grant E arrows (u, a) iff holding. = true and lastforwoard. = u"
U3 request E arrows (a, u) iff requested. = true and laatforward. = u
U4 grant E arrows (a, ui) iff holding. = false and lastforward. = u

Al request E arrows(b.,., a) iff a' E requesting.
A2 grant E arrows (b.,,., a) iff holding. = true and lastforward. = a'
A3 request E arrows(a, b.,) iff requested. = true and lastforward. = a'
A4 grant E arrows (a, ba,,.) iff (a, a', grant) E messa ges

A1 request E arrow8(a,b,.e,),
request € arrows (b.,,, a'),

and grant arrows(a',b.,.,) iff (a,a', request) E messages
12 (a, b.,.,) points toward the root iff holding. = flase and lastforward. = a'

The conditions U1 - U2 and Al - A4 are straightforward. They say that the arbiter
process a has received a request from a process v in t iff v is in a's set requesting of
requesting processes in s, and that a has received the resource from v in t iff a holds the
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* resource in a and last sent (and hence received) the resource from v. Similarly, a ha
forwarded a request for the resource in t iff a has sent a request in the direction it last
forwarded the resource in a. A4 says that the resource is in transit between a and a'
in t iff there is a grant mesage from a to a' in the message buffer meuages in a. U4
says that the user u has the resource in t if in s the node a last forwarded the resource

." to u and has not received the resource since. Conditions Il and 12 are invariants that

must be preserved by the mapping. I1 says that a state with a request in transit must
map only to states satisfying Lemma 41. 12 says that the value of lastforward correctly
records the direction of the resource in the network. We now have the following.

Lemma 46: The mapping h2 is a possibilities mapping from A, to A2.

Proof: The action mapping f2 has renamed the actions of A3 so that A3 and A2 have
the same external action signature. Let a be a start state of A'. For every arbiter
process a in a, the set requesting, of requesting processes is empty, and requested. is

% set to false. It follows by U1, U3, Al, and A3 that no arrow set of any state in h2(8)
% contains a request arrow. Furthermore, the initial holder a in a has set its flag holding.
%to true; all other processes a' have set holding., to false, and lastforward., to the node

in the direction of the resource; and no grant message is pending in the message buffer
messages. It follows by U2, U4, A2, and A4 that there is precisely one root in every
state of h2(8). Therefore, h2(s) contains a start state of A2 as desired.

Consider the action r = request (u, a) of As, originally the action receive reqtset(u, a)
of As. Suppose 8 and t are reachable states of As and A,, respectively, such that
t E h2(s). The action w is an input action of both automata, and hence is enabled from
both a and t. Suppose a -r a' and t -4 t'. To show that t' E h,(s'), we must show
that U1 holds. However, 7r adds u to the set requesting, of requesting processes is s',

iA and adds a request arrow to the set arrows (u, a) in t', and hence U1 holds. Therefore,
t' E h,(').

Consider the action 7r = grant(u,a) of A', originally the action receivegrant (u, a)
of A3. Suppose s and t are reachable states of A's and A2, respectively, such that
t E h2(s). Since w is an input action in both automata, w is enabled from both a
and t. Suppose a - s' and t t'. We see by U4 that thereis a grant aow in the set
arrows (a, u) of t iff holding. false and lastforward. = u in a. If both conditions are
false, then 7r has no effect on either state, and hence t E h2(s) implies t' E h3(s'). On
the other hand, suppose both conditions are true. To show t' E h2(s'), we must show
that U2, U3, and U4 hold. Notice that laatforward, = u in s'. First, r sets holding.
to true in a', and adds a grant arrow to arrows (u, a) in t', so U2 holds. Second, r sets
requested, to falae in a', and removes any request arrow from the set arrows (a, u) in t',
so U3 holds. Finally, since 7r sets holding, to true in a', the fact that w moves the grant
arrow from arrows(a, u) to arrows(u,a) implies that U4 holds. Therefore, t' E h2(s').

Consider the action 7r = request (a, u) of A., originally the action aendrequest (a, u)
of A3. Suppose s and t are reachable states of A' and A2, respectively, such that
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t E h3(a). If 7 is enabled from a, then the set requesting, of requesting processes is
nonempty in a, so U1 and Al implies that some set arrows (w, a) contains a request
arrow in t. Furthermore, since holding. = false and latforward, = u in a, we have
by U4 that arrows(a, u) contains a grant arrow in t, and hence that the edge (a, u)
points toward the root in t. Finally, since requested. = false in a, by U3 we have that
arrows (a, u) does not contain a request arrow. Therefore, 7r is enabled from t. Suppose
a 8 a' and t -'r t'. To see that t' E h.(a'), we must show that U3 holds. Notice that 7r
sets requested, to true in a', and that lastforward. = u in a'. Since 7r adds a request
arrow to arrows(a,u) in t', we see that U3 holds. Therefore, t' E h,(a').

Consider the action 7r = grant(a,u) of A', originally the action sendgrant(a,u)
of A3. Suppose s and t are reachable states of A, and A2, respectively, such that
t E h,(a). If 7r is enabled from ., then u is contained in the set requesting, of requesting
processes in a, and U1 implies that arrows (u, a) contains a request arrow. Furthermore,
holding. = true and lastforward. = w in a, so U2 and A2 imply that arrowso(b,,, a)
(or arrowt(w, a) if w is a user node) contains a grant arrow in t. In addition, since
y 5 requesting, for all y E (w, u) in s, U1 and Al imply that in t no set arrows (b,., a) (or
arrows (y, a) if y is a user node) contains a request arrow for any y E (w, u). Therefore, 7r
is enabled from t. Suppose a -r s' and t -'r t'. To show that t' E h2(a'), we must show
that U1, U2 and A2, U3 and A3, and U4 hold. First, the action 7r removes u from
requesting, in 8', and removes a request arrow from arrows(v,a) in t', so U1 holds.
Second, since holding, is set to false in a', and since a is not a root in t', U2 and A2
hold. Third, since holding. = true in a, we see that requested. = false in a and hence
in s', so U3 and A3 hold. Finally, since v sets holding, to false and lastforward, to
u in s', and since 7r adds a grant arrow to arrows (a, u) in t', we see that U4 holds.
Therefore, t' E h(a').

Consider the action r = request(b.,,.,a) of A', originally receiverequest(a', a) of A.

Suppose a and t are reachable states of A, and A2, respectively, such that t E h2(s).
If w is enabled from a, the set messages of undelivered messages in a must contain a
request message from a' to a. It follows by I1 that in t the set arrows (a',b.,,.) contains
a request arrow, the set arrows (b,,,a) does not contain a request arrow, and the set
arrows (a, b.,.,) does not contain a grant arrow. Since arrows (a', b,.,,) contains a request
arrow, Lenma 36 implies that (a', b.,.) points toward a root. This together with the
fact that arrows (a, b.,,.) does not contain a grant arrow implies that (b-,,., a) points
toward the root as well. Therefore, the action 7r is enabled from t. Suppose aI. a' and
t W t'. In order to see that t' E h3(s'), we must show that Al and I hold. First, r
adds a' to the set requesting, of requesting processes in a', and r adds a request arrow
to arrows (b,.,,, a) in t', so Al holds. Second, ir removes a request message from a' to a
from the set messages of undelivered messages in s', and 7r adds a request arrow to
arrows (b,,,,, a), so 1I holds. Therefore, t' E h2(s').

Consider the action 7 = grant (b,,,, a) of A's, originally the action receivegrant (a', a)
of As. Suppose a and t are reachable states of A' and A2, respectively, such that
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t E hA(a). If r is enabled from a, the set messages of undelivered messages in a must
contain a grant message from a' to a. By A4 we see that the set arrow (a', b.,,.) contains
a grant arrow in t. Lemma 41 implies that the set arrow (a, 6.,.,) must contain a request
arrow. Since the degree of the buffer node b.,., is 2, we see that w is enabled from t.
Suppose a a' and t - t'. Since the set arrowe(a,b.,.e) contains a request arrow in t,
Lemma 36 implies that the edge (a,b.,.) points toward the root. By 12 we see that
holding. = false and laztforward. = a' in s. Therefore, to see that t' E h.(8), we
must show that A2, A3, A4, and 12 hold. First, ir sets holding, to true in a. Notice
that lastforward, = a' in s, and therefore ins' as well. Since r adds a grant arrow to
arrows (b.-,., a) in t', we see that A2 holds. Second, w sets requested, to false in s, and 7r
removes a request arrow from arrow (a, b.,.,) in t', so A3 holds. Third, r removes a
grant message from a' to a from the set messages of undelivered messages in s', and r
removes a Irant arrow from arrows(a', b.,,.) in t', so A4 holds. Finally, since holding.
is set to true in a', it is easy to see that 12 holds. Therefore, t' E h:(8).

Consider the action if = request (a, b.,.,) of A, originally the action sendrequet (a, a')
of As. Suppose a and t are reachable states of A's and A2, respectively, such that

*t E h2(s). If w is enabled from s, then the set requesting, of requesting processes is
nonempty in a, and hence by UI and AI some set arrows (w, a) of t contains a request
arrow. Furthermore, since holding. = false and lastforwsd. = a' in s, by 12 we see
that the edge (a, b.,.,) points toward the root in t. Finally, since requsting. = false
in a, by A3 we see that there is no request arrow in arrows(a,b.,.,) in t. Therefore, ir

is enabled from t. Suppose ar a' and t Jr. t'. To see that teE h ,(e), we must show
that A3 and 11 hold. Notice that r sets requested, to true in s', and places a request

A arrow in arrow(a,b.,.,) in t'. Since lastforward. = a in a and hence in s', we see that
_ A3 holds. Notice that requeted, = false in a. Since laetforward. = a' in a, A3 implies

that arrows (a, b.,.,) does not contain a request arrow in t. Lemma 41 implies that there
is no request arrow in arrow (b.,.,, a') and no grant arrow in arrow (a', b..,) in t, and
hence the same is true in t'. Since v adds a requet arrow to arrow(a, b.,.) in t', and
adds a request message from a to a' to the set nessages of undelivered messages in a,
we see that I holds. Therefore, t' e h,(g').

Finally, consider the action r = grant (a, b.,.-) of A', originally sendgrant (a, a') of As.

Suppose a and t are reachable states of A' and A3, respectively, such that t E h,(s).
If r is enabled from a, then since a E requesting, in a, we see by Al that arrows (b.,., a)
contains a request arrow in t. Since holding. = true and laetforward. = w in a, we see
by U2 and A2 that a grant arrow must be contained in arrows (b..., a) (or arrows (w, a)
if u; is a user node) in t. Furthermore, since y V requesting. for all yE (w, a') in a, we
see by U3 and A3 that no request arrow is contained in arrows (k,., a) (or arrows (y, a)
if y is a user node) in t. Therefore, w is enabled from t. Suppose a -r s' and t - t'.
To see that t' E h:(s'), we must show that Al, A2 and 12, A4, 11, and 12 hold. All
except 11 are straightforward, so we show II. Notice that arrows(b.,,.,a) contains a
request arrow in t. By II, there is no undelivered request message from a' to a in the

set rnesages of a, and hence in a'. However, ir puts a grant arrow in arrows (a, b.,o),
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sIo 1 holds. Therefore, t' E h:(e').

Having exhibited a possibilities mapping h3 from A3 to A2, we now use this map-
ping together with Lemma 33 to show that E3 satisfies E2 . Before using Lemma 33,
however, we must translate the local correctness conditions C' and CW for E' and E ,
respectively, into a global correctness condition for Es. We use Lemma 34 to recharac-

terize E3 in this way. Let a and a' be adjacent arbiter nodes, and let v be an arbitrary
(user or arbiter) node adjacent to a in 9r. Let

FwdRe.q (v)' = {a E states(A) : IA'. E FwdReq(v)}

FwdGe.(v)' = {a E .tatse(AS) : ajA' E FwdG.(v)}

DelReeqW(a,a')' = {a E sata(A 3) :alIM E DelReqw(a, a'))

DelGrO,(a, a')' = (a E ,tat(A 3) :IM' E DeGr'(a, a')}.

Furthermore, let
FwdRe4. = A FwdReq' (v)' --+ FwdReq:(v)'

uFdGr'. = A FwdGrO.(v)' '-. FudGr(v)'.

% DeIReI,, = A DeMR (a, ')' -. DeiRee(a, a')'

DCIGM = A DecI,,(a, ')''-4 DeIt(a,a')'.

Finally, let
C =FUd-. A FwdGr,'

=; DCJ&qAj A DCIGT'M.

if
c= Ac" A

A then the following is an immediate result of Lemma 34.

Lenma 47: Es is the execution module of A's with the executions of A3 satisfying C3.

Having made this transformation from local to global correctness conditions, we
now use Lemma 33 to show that E3 satisfies E3.

SLemma 48: E. satisfies E3.
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Proof: Let a and a' be adjacent arbiter nodes, and let v and w be arbitrary nodes
adjacent to a. If v is an arbiter node, then let v' be the buffer node b.,. between a
and v; and let V' be the node v itself if v i a user node. The node u is simply the node
of 9 adjacent to a such that the edge (a, ') points toward v. Let w' be the analogous
node with respect to w. We will show that

. I

1. h_(FwdReq(av')) 9 FwdReq.(v)'

2. h- ' (FwdReq (b.,.o, a')) C DelReq(a, a')'

3. h-'(FwdGr(a, ( ', o')) _ FwdGr'.(v, w)', and

4. h2_(FtdGr(b.,.,,a1 a')) C DelGrW(a!,a)'

Since it is easy to see from the definition of f', and the following sets that

1. FtdGr(v)' C FwdReq(a,v),

3. FwdGr.(v, w)' C FwdGr*(a, v', w'), and

4. DedGr(a',a)' C- FwdGr(b.ya),

it will follow by Lemma 33 that E satisfies E-,.

First, suppose t E hs(s) is a state of FwdReqe(a, V'), and let us show that a is a state
of FwdReqe(v)'. Since some set arrows (w,a) of t contains a request, we see by U1 and
Al that the set requesting, of requesting processes is nonempty. Since (a, v') points
toward the root in t, we see by U4 and 12 that holding. = false and lastforward. = v
in a. Since the set arrots(a,v') does not contain a request arrow in t, the fact that
lastforward, = v together with U3 and A3 imply that requested. = false. Therefore,
* E FwdReq (v)'.

Second, suppose t E h2 (s) is a state of FwdReq;(b,.,,a'), and let us show that a is a
state of DelRequ'(a, a')'. Since in t there is a request arrow in arrows (w, b....) for some w,
the edge (w,b.,.,) must point toward the root . Since (b.,.,, a') also points toward the
root in t, and since this root is unique, this request arrow must be in arrows (a,b.o.).
Furthermore, since (b.,.,, a') points toward the root, we see that there can be no grant
arrow in arrows (a', b.,.,) and no request arrow in arrow (b.,.,, a'). It follows by 11 that
there is a request message from a to a' in the set messagee of undelivered messages
in a. Therefore, a E DelReqe (a,a')'.

Third, suppose t E h: (a) is a state of FwdGij(a,v',w'), and let us show that a is
a state of FwdGr.(v,w)'. Since there is a request arrow in arrows(V',a) in t, U1 and

Al imply that v is contained in the set requesting, of requesting processes. Since there
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is a grant arrow in arrows(w',a) in t, U2 and A2 imply that holding. = true and

lastforward. = w ins. Therefore, a E FwdGr (v, w)'.

Finally, suppose t E h2(a) is a state of FwdGr (b.,.,,a, a'), and let us show that a is
a state of DelGr-'(a', a). Since there is a grant arrow in arrow& (a', b.,.,) in t, A4 implies
that there is a grant message from a' to a in the set meuages of undelivered messages
in a. Therefore, a E DelGr (a', a)'. E1

Finally, combining the work of the last few section, we have the following result.
Let E* be the execution module obtained by renaming the actions of Es according to

the action mapping f1f2.

Theorem 49: E solves El.

Proof: Since E satisfies E3, it follows by Lemma 27 that E satisfies E2. Since E
satisfies El, it follows by Lemma 26 that E3 satisfies El. Since E3 is implementable,
Lemma 27 implies that E" is implementable. Therefore, E* solves El.

With this we have proven the correctness of a fully-detailed protocol for resource
allocation in an asynchronous network.

3.4 Time Complexity

The primary concern motivating Sch6nhage's arbiter is its time performance. For
example, Lynch and Fischer consider two simple resource arbiters in [LF81], allocating
a resource among n users. One arbiter is a process that simple polls each user in round-
robin order, granting the resource to each requesting user in turn. Given that each user
uses the resource for a bounded amount of time, the response time for this arbiter (the
maximum time a user must wait for the resource) is 0 (n) regardless of the number of
users requesting the resource. A second arbiter is a binary tree (a tournament tree)
with the users at the leaves of the tree. Each internal node of the tree repeatedly
polls its children until one of its children requests the resource, at which point it stops
and passes the name of the child up to the internal node's parent. The root of the
tree actually ,etermines which user is granted the resource. When only one user is
requesting the resource at a time, this arbiter's response time is only 0 (log n). In the
worst case, however, (when every user is requesting the resource) this arbiter's response
time is 0 (n log n). Sch6nhage's algorithm, in contrast, combines favorable aspects of
both these arbiters. In particular, (in the case that the graph G is a binary tree) the
arbiter's response time is 0 (log n) if only one user requests the resource at a time, and
0 (n) in the worst case. In this section we perform the complexity analysis needed to
make these claims precise.
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For convenience, we perform our complexity analysis at the middle level of abstrac-
tion, with the automaton A3. We have not yet introduced the notion of time into our
model. While we have not yet decided on how time should be incorporated into our
model, one alternative is to assign times to states (or equivalently to actions) denoting
the time at which an automaton transition causes the automaton to enter this state.
Let us refer to such an execution as a timed execution. In order to perform any time
analysis, it is necessary to place bounds on the time between automaton transitions.
Recall that all liveness conditions required of the automaton A2 in the construction
of E2 are of the form S -. T, meaning that if A3 enters a state of S, then eventually

an action of T is performed. Let us denote by S 6+ T the condition that if A, enters a
state s of S, the within time b an action 7r of T will be performed. That in, following

b
state s in a timed execution satisfying S c- T there is a 7r-step to a state s' such that
the difference in times assigned to a and a' is at most b. Let

BndedFwdReq, = A FwdReq; (a, v) '. FwdReq (a, v)

BndedFwdGr, = A FwdGr;(a, v, w) FwdGr*(a, v, w)

BrdedRtnRea, = A RtnRe.(u) RtnRe4(u)

Let us say that a timed execution of A2 is b-bounded if it satisfies the conditions
BndedFwdReq2, BndedFwdGr,, and BndedRtnRes.. We define the response time in
a b-bounded execution z of A, to be a time r such that for all states a with request E
arrows (u, a) (where u is a user node) appearing in z, the differuace in times assigned
to a and the first state with grant E arrows (a, u) appearing after s in z is less than r.

Suppose the graph G has diameter d. It is easy to see that the response time for
b-bounded executions of A3 is 2bd when only one user request the resource at a time:
The request must travel the diameter of the graph to the root, and the root must be
moved the diameter of the graph to the user. Thus, we have the following.

V".-, Theorem 50: If the diameter of the graph G is d, then the response time in b-bounded
executions of A, in which at most one user requests the resource at a time is 2bd.

Conversely, suppose the graph G has e edges. We now show that the worst-case
response time (when the arbiter is heavily loaded) is 3be - b. We begin with the
following preliminary lemma, the inductive statement in the proof that the arbiter's
response time is 3be - b. Given an edge (v, w), we define e(v, w) to be the number of
edges in the subtree of v rooted at w.

Lemma 51: Let a be a state of A, in which request e arrowa(v,w) and the edge
v,w' points toward the root. In any b-bounded execution fragment of A3 from i,

grant E arrowa (w, v) within time 3be(v, w) + b.
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Proof: We proceed by induction on e = e(v, w). Suppose e = 0. In this case, w
must be a leaf, and hence a user node. Since the edge (v, w) points toward the root,
grant E arrow(v,W). Since w is a user node, condition BndedRtnRes2 implies that
grant E arrows (w, v) within time b = 3be + b.

Suppose e > 0 and the inductive hypothesis holds for numbers of edges les that e.
By assumption, the edge (v, w) points toward the root. If w itself is the root, since
request E arrows.(v, w), condition BndedFwdGr2 implies that within time b we have
grant E arrow(w, z) for some node z. Notice that if z = v, then we are done,
so let us assume that z $ v. Then in either case, regardless of whether w itself
is the root, the edge (w, z) points toward the root within time b for some node z
other than v. Let z = z,,...,z1 ,v be the nodes between z and v in the ordering
of nodes adjacent to to. Let e, = e(wz.), and notice that e > E4,(ej + 1). We
proceed by induction on i to show that if request E arrows(v, to) and (w, zj) points
toward the root, the grant E arrow(w, v) within time E=. 3b(ei + 1). It will fol-
low that grant E arrows (w, v) within time b + JE ., 3b(ej + 1) : 3be + b of the time
request E arrow(v, w). The case of i = 0 is vacuously true. Suppose i > 0 and the
inductive hypothesis holds for i - 1. Since request E arrows(v,w), the edge (wz,)
points toward the root, and request 0 arrows (to, zi), condition BndedFtodReq2 implies
that either request E arrows(w, z) or grant E arrows (zi, w) within time b. In the case
that request E arrow (v, to), since the edge (to, zi) points toward the root, the induc-

- tive hypothesis for e - I implies that grant E arrows(z ,w) within time 3be + b. In
either case, grant E arrows (zi , W) within time 3be, + 2b. Since request E arrows (V, to)
and grant E arrows (z,, to), condition BndedFwdGr2 implies that grant E arrows (to, zi)

,. within time b for some z, E {zi_ 1,... ,z 1 ,v}. The inductive hypothesis for i- 1 implies
- that grant E arrows (w, v) within time E" 3b(ei + 1), for a total of time 3 3b(ei + 1)

.-. as desired. C3

Finally, we have the following.

Theorem 52: If the graph G has e edges, then the response time in any b-bounded
execution of A2 is 3be - b.

Proof: Let a be a state of A2 in which request E arrow (u, a) for some user node u.
Either grant E arrows (a, u) or the edge (u, a) points toward the root. In the case that
grant E arrows(a, u), the condition BndedRtnRe. implies that grant E arrows(u, a)
within time b. In either case, request E arrows (u, a) and the edge (u, a) points toward
the root within time b. Lemma 51 implies that grant E arrows (a, u) within time
3be(u, a) + b = 3be - 2b for a total of time 3be - b. C

Thus, as claimed, the response time in b-bounded executions is linear in the diameter
of the network when the load on the arbiter is light, and linear in the size of the network
when the load is heavy. We note that when an arbiter node grants the resource to an
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,djacent node, if it has received a request for the resource, it later forwards a request
*i in the direction of the resource. As a result, three measages are sent over the edge

to the adjacent node: the grant and request measages sent by the arbiter node, and a
grant message sent to the arbiter node when the node receives the resource. Hence, the
worst case response time of about 3be. If, however, the arbiter node were to combine
the grant and request mesages sent to the adjacent node, then only two manages would
traverse the edge between them. We note that in this case the worst case response time
is 2be. We have chosen to separate the messages in order to make the algorithm easier
to describe.

"p.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

In this thesis we have introduced a new model of distributed computation in asyn-
.V chronous systems. We find this model to be quite expressive, and find that the trans-

parent, automata-theoretic semantics make reasoning about system behavior relatively
simple. We have shown how the strong distinction between input and output actions
captures the game-theoretic interplay between a system and its environment. This
distinction has been found to be useful when describing the interface between system
components, and when decomposing a system into modular components (see [Blo87]).
We have found that the clarity of the interface between system components described
by automata allows us to express the notion of fair computation quite simply and
naturally. Finally, we have seen that automata may be used to construct hierarchical
correctness proofs for distributed algorithms, allowing intuitive reasoning about key
high-level ideas behind an algorithm's behavior to be incorporated into a formal proof
of its correctness. While the framework developed in this thesis has proven to be quite
useful, there are a number of ways in which it could be enhanced. We now consider a
few of these enhancements.

First of all, it would be nice to find a more compact notation, a programming
language, for defining automata than the precondition/effects style of presentation
used in this thesis. In particular, since our work is in several ways similar to CCS,
it would be nice to develop a CCS-like calculus having input-output automata as its
underlying operational semantics. We note that one aspect of CCS that has not been
developed for input-output automata is a powerful theory of equational reasoning. We
do not know if such a theory can be associated with our model. Any results in this
direction will certainly be valuable, for they will allow us to combine the transparent
operational semantics of input-output automata with powerful semantic techniques for
reasoning about system behavior.

As of yet, we have not attempted to characterize the expressive power of input-
output automata. Our feeling that our model is generally quite powerful is the result
of experience, and our feeling that certain aspects of the model (such as the require-
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ment that an automaton be input-enabled) capture important aspects of asynchronous
distributed computation. Bloom has made some initial attempts at characterizing the
expressive power of our model in fBlo86J. In particular, he has characterized the Ian-
guages that can be expressed as the set of schedules of an automaton (resulting from
arbitrary executions). Left uncharacterized are the languages that can be expressed as
the set of schedules resulting from fair executions. Another possible characterization
of interest is the relationship between the expressive power of temporal logic and our
model. Wolper, Vrdi, and Sistla show in IWVS831 that given a formula in a particular
extension of temporal logic, it is possible to construct a Bfichi automaton accepting

* precisely those sequences satisfying the given formula. It might be possible that these
techniques can be adapted to prove a similar result for input-output automata.

We note that our model includes a single, simple notion of automaton composition.

In particular, our composition requires that automata sharing an action ir perform 7r
- simultaneously whenever ir is performed by their composition. The intention is that if 7r

is an output action of A and an input action of B, then the simultaneous performance
of 7 models communication from A to B. We think of the performance of w as a
computational step of A causing B to be notified of the arrival of input. However,
since two processes in an asynchronous system cannot be expected to perform an action
simultaneously, rather than complicating our notion of composition, we have chosen
to require that the output actions of automata in a composition be disjoint. This
has a number of effects on how systems are modeled with automata. For instance, to
use Hoare's example of a vending machine (see [Hoa85]), suppose that we construct
automata modeling humans, and an automaton modeling a vending machine. Humans
can insert coins into the vending machine (output from humans and input to the vending
mach;ne). Since we require that the output actions of automata in a composition be
disjoint, if we compose a collection of humans with the vending machine, each human's
output action of inserting a coin must be tagged with an identifier. Thus, the vending
machine is effectively able to determine which human is inserting a coin, which is not
necessarily a iealistic model of this simple interaction. It might be interesting to study
other notions of composition that would avoid this problem. One such composition
might require all automata having r as an input action to synchronize with precisely
one automaton (the same for all) having 7 as an output action. While this is a natural
notion of composition, the semantics of this composition complicate our model quite a
bit. We feel that one virtue of our composition is that, as a consequence of Coro'ary 3,
reasoning about the enabling of an action in a composition can be carried (ut by
reasoning about the state of a single component. This has been found to be very
convenient in ILM861.

While fair computation important to us, we have not made an explicit study of the
nature of fairness in our model. In fact, we have defined only one of several possible
notions of fairness (see [Fra86'). We feel that it should be possible to express many
other notions of fairness in our model, and the study of these definitions in our model
are of interest to us.
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However, since the primary emphasis of this thesis has been the decomposition of
correctness proofs, both hierarchically and modularly, we are naturally interested in
continuing the study of how automata can be used in new techniques of decomposition.
We have already mentioned the work of [LS84a] and [LLW87]. The authors of these

• -papers seem to be using a horizontal decomposition different from any considered in
our work. In our work we have attempted to decompose systems into modular units

'. that can be composed to yield the desired system. Once this decomposition has been
made, each component can be examined in isolation, simplifying the verification pro-
cess. In some systems, however, the system components are so heavily interdependent
that no clean decomposition appears possible. [LS84a] and [LLW87] use the technique

'' of "projecting" onto one system component (or algorithm component), abstracting the
K: remaining system components to a high-level black box, and reasoning about the re-

maining "images." Notice that these images cannot be composed to yield a model of
the system since each is a model of the complete system. The work of [LLW87] concerns
how correctness proofs for each image can be combined into a correctness proof for the

-- entire system. This work appears to be quite promising.

Finally, while this thesis has essentially ignored the notion of time, time is a very
important part of modern distributed systems. Timeouts, for instance, are a crucial
part of the fault-tolerance of many communication algorithms. Furthermore, complex-
ity analysis of algorithms requires some notion of bounds on processor step times and
message delivery times. We have shown, using rather ad hoc techniques, how rigorous
reasoning about time complexity can be performed n our model. A very important

-problem is that of incorporating time into our model more naturally, and investigating
useful properties about time that can be used to reason about time complexity of algo-
rithms in our model. For instance, what does it mean to compose the timed equivalent
of execution modules? Another important problem is that of relating complexity results
obtained at different levels of abstraction. In our example, we analyzed the complexity
of Sch6nhage's arbiter at a level of abstraction higher than the fully-detailed protocol,
but it is not hard to see how this complexity result translates down to the lower level
of abstraction. In general, however, relating time complexities at different levels of
abstraction is a difficult problem. Such problems certainly deserve further study.
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